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March 26, 1969

U. S. Delev,ation, INTELSAT CONFERENCE

SUBJECT: Plans for Preparatory Committee Session  in Washington

Subject to approval by-1111111MINIMMIM we will operate
with an executive group drawn from among the members of the U. S.
delegation. Tentatively, the group will consist of-111111.1ft
Washburn, Hyde, O'Connell, and McCormack. Bromley Smith wil
act as secretary of the group.

Among other responsibilities, the group must address itself
to the following:

1. Assess the results of the Conference; cull important
material, from the deliberations; analyze attitudes of
other delegations.

2. Review all U. S. positions in light of the Conference session
just concluded.

3. Develop U. S. strategy and tactics for preparatory sessions
and for next plenipotentiary round in November.

4. Prepare papers, as needed, for U. S. participation in the
Preparatory Committee.

5. Plan bilateral talks with other governments...who goes
where,  talks with embassies in Washington.

6. Determine procedures for work of Preparatory Committee:

Opening date, place and length of first meeting.
Subcommittees?
Working. parties?
Drafting groups?
Interpreters and translators?
U. S. chair Preparatory Committee?
U. S. chair any of its subgroups?



7. Issue public statement of U. S. policy and aspirations
for the reconvened Conference. When?

8. Keep all interested U. S. elements, here and abroad,
informed of significant developments. They, in turn,
should report to the Executive Group all pertinent
information.

9. Coordinate all U. S. comments, written or spoken,
during interim period. These roust conform to policies
of the Executive Group.

U. S. posture: first session made important gains;
second session can complete the work

successfully.

Our interests lie in discussing our own positions fully
and frankly with other governments, not in attacking
contrary positions. Our goal: to move toward consensus.



Mr. Abbot Washburn March 26, 1969

The attached papers are forwarded as back-

ground material for your use incident to

the continuing actions for the INTELSAT
Conference.

First, is a talking paper which highlights
our views on things that need to be done in
getting ready for the Preparatory Committee
effort and the reconvened Conference in
November.

Second, is a package of papers which I have
previously furnished to Ambassador Marks
on various important policy issues that you
should be aware of.

• 0

J. D. O'Connell

Ends.



Notes for 4 P.M. Meeting on March 26, 1969 with
Mr. Washbutn and the Executive Committee 

o Talking Paper

-- Evaluation of United States policy.

-- Actions required by the United States.

-- Future Modus Operandi.

o Special Subject

-- Canadian Domestic Satellite



DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Memorandum of Conversation
LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 

SUBJECT: Canadian Communications Satellites.

DATE: March 20, 1969

PARTICIPANTS: E. A. Ritchie, Ambassador of Canada
Allan Gotlieb, Deputy Minister Designate, Canadian

Ministry of Communications
Miss H. D. Burwash, Counselor, Canadian Embassy
Frank E. Loy, E/TT
William K. Miller, E/TD

YddliftVOi( John C. Griffith, EUR/CAN

COPIES TO: J EUR/CAN (2)
E F/CC - Mr. Ende
E/TT IATM - Mr. O'Connell
E/TD (2) NASA - Mr. Frutkin
SCI - Mr. Nesbitt - Mr. Radius
EUR/RPE Amembassy Ottawa 

1-1493_

Ambassador Ritchie left an aide memoire relating to the Canadian
request for U.S. launch of Canadian communications satellites with a
proposed agreed public statement attached. A copy of the corrected
aide memoire, as left later in the day, is enclosed.

Ambassador Ritchie said he did not know whether Prime Minister Trudeau
intended to raise the subject of the Canadian satellites with the
President on March 24 and 25, but the Canadian satellites would
certainly be among the topics the Prime Minister could raise. He
said his Government intended to introduce legislation before the
first of April for its proposed domestic communications satellite
system. If the legislation was not introduced by the first of
April its introduction would have to be postponed until the next
session of Parliament, resulting in a delay of six months. Canada
was anxious to move ahead with its communication satellite system
and wished to avoid such a delay. The Ambassador hoped, therefore,
the United States would be in a position to give him its response
to the aide memoire within the next week.

Mr. Loy told the Ambassador that he would endeavor to give the
Canadians a reply as quickly as possible. He would, however, have
to consult within the United States Government regarding the
acceptability of the Canadian position on launching their satellites
as set forth in subparagraph (c) of the aide memoire. This might take

LTMITED OFFICIAL USE 
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some time. Meanwhile, Mr. Loy and Mr. Miller had the
following comments on the three lettered paragraphs on page 2
of the aide memoire:

(a) Paragraph (a) as originally worded referred to
consultation with INTELSAT regarding technical compatibility
in a way that suggested INTELSAT agreement or approval was not
necessary, whereas the U.S. position, as reflected in the U.S.
draft agreement, is that a prior "determination" of technical
compatibility by INTELSAT is necessary. Recognizing that Canada
favors "consultation" rather than "determination", the U.S.
might have to insist in connection with a launch that there be
a "determination". Accoedingly, it was suggested that the
wording be changed to a neutral phraseology that could cover
either possibility without prejudice to either the U.S. or
the Canadian position. This suggestion was made in order to
clear away a possible problem, but without prejudice to the
U.S. reply.

(b) With respect to paragraph (b), it would be useful
in the discussion in INTELSAT to use the six points mentioned
by the U.S. in the Interim Communications Satellite Committee in
May as a sort of check list when the matter is discussed in
INTELSAT.

(c) As to the launch arrangements, Mr. Loy said the
Department regrets that Canada does not see fit to seek
arrangements through INTELSAT. We attached great importance
to this.

In regard to the proposed agreed public statement, it was
suggested, again without prejudice to the U.S. reply, that
the reference to the role of ITU in the last sentence as
originally worded be revised so that it would not overstate
the role of ITU.

The Canadian representatives agreed to the changes in wording
with respect to paragraph (a) and the last sentence of the
proposed agreed statement, and the texts as finally delivered
(and enclosed) include these changes.

Enclosure.

E/TD:WKMillerXe7s
EUR/CAN:JCGriffith P

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE



CANADIAN EMBASSY AMBASSADE DU CANADA

AIDE MEMOIRE
4,4114,:e,
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In an Aide Memoire delivered to the

Department of State on December 22, 1968, the

Canadian position on the subject of the provision

of satellite launch facilities for the Canadian

Domestic Communications Satellite was outlined.

The Canadian Government has considered the

suggestions made by the United States authorities

in subsequent discussions and wishes to express

its appreciation for the careful consideration

which the United States authorities have given

to the Canadian request.

After a careful examination of all the

relevant factors, the Canadian Government has

decided to adopt a Canadian design for a six

channel satellite which will be constructed in

Canada. The Canadian Government has concluded

that Canadian requirements will be best served

in this manner. We are grateful for the assistance

that we have received from bodies in the United

States in providing information on costs of United

States desizns.

The following points which have emerged

during these recent exchanges appear to be

particularly relevant:

•

• • •/2
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(a) Both Canada and the United States agree

that the proposed frequencies and orbit

positions of the Canadian system should be

discussed in Intelsat to ensure technical

compatibility between the Canadian and

Intelsat systems. The Canadian Government

will play its part in ensuring that the

Canadian and Intelsat systems are technically

compatible;

(b) At a meeting of the Intelsat governing

body the Canadian Government, under an item

dealing with technical compatibility of the

two systems, would be glad to inform Intelsat

of the design and configuration of the

Canadian system and to explain to Intelsat

for their information the reasons why Canada

has selected its own design rather than an

Intelsat design;

(c) The Canadian authorities are of the

opinion that Intelsat does not have responsi-

bilities in respect of launch arrangements

for nationally owned domestic satellites and

consequently do not believe the provision of

such facilities should be discussed in that

forum. The Canadian Government notes that

the United States position at i,he current

Intelsat negotiations with respect to separate

domestic satellite systems is that the

organization's competence is limited to

technical coordination.
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It is expected that legislation will

shortly be introduced in the Canadian House of

Commons which will seek formal authority for

proceedinz, with this project and it would be most

convenient if a public announcement regarding the

provision of launch facilities could be made at

that time. On January 6 the Canadian authorities

were provided with a draft of a suggested public

statement concerning the provision of launch

services for the Canadian Domestic Communications

Satellite. Attached for the consideration of the

United States authorities is a draft revision of

that document which takes into account the points

outlined above. The Canadian authorities would

appreciate being informed if the United States

authorities find this proposed text acceptable.

Washington, D.C.
March 20, 1969



Discussions have recently taken place

between the Canadian and United States authorities

concerning the launching services required by

Canada to place a Canadian communications satellite

in synchronous orbit in 1971. The satellite would

be used to provide a domestic satellite communications

system for Canada, plans for establishment of which

were announced by the Canadian Government in the

White Paper of April 1, 1966. The United States

Government has indicated that it would be willing

to provide the necessary launching services on a

cost reimbursable basis pursuant to appropriate

arrangements. The Canadian Government will be

taking appropriate steps in the Internationpl

Telecomnunications Satellite Consortium to ensure

technical compatibility between the Canadian and

Intelsat systems and in the International Tele-

communications Union in accordance with ITU agreements.
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Wnshirton, D.C. 20520

August 26, 1969

MEMORANDUI-1 OF CONVERSATION

surJhur : INTELSAT Conference

PARTICIPANTS •~~ Mr. Motoo Ogiso, Assistant Director
General, United Nations Bureau,
.Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Abbott Washburn, Deputy U.S.
Representative, INTELSAT Conference

PLACE • Mr. Oiiso's office, U.N. Bureau, Ministry
of Foreign Affairs.

The new U S.-Japan space-cooperation agreement,
signed when Secretary Rogers was in Tokyo, includes pro-
vision for Japan to develop launch capability and to loft
a satellite in approximately three years' time. It will
probably be an experimental bird. The second one, however,
will most likely be a communications satellite. They are
itntatively thinking of. this ac a possible South East Asia
regional satellite. Scope? As of nor they don't know
whethar it would embrace just "neighboring countries like
Korea and China" (presumably Taiwan), or whether it will
take in considerably more of SEA. Might it extend as far
ai Indonesia? Mr. Ogiso replied: "We really can't say
this far ahead; we haven't yet discussed the subject with
any of the other countries of the region. But we would
like to make sure that the pathway ahead is clear -- that
there is nothing in the new INTELSAT Agreement which might
preclude our eventually realizing a SEA regional system.
We would like to keep this option open."
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On the previous day, at luncheon, Mr. Ogiso reported
that he and John Killick had discussed this subject in
London and had agreed that it might be possible to drop
from the Agreement any language defining geographical
limits for regionals. However, he confessed: "certain
of my colleagues here arc not in agreement." He said that
Governor Scranton, in a conversation in Washington, had
related the subject of regionals to the solution of other
issues (presumably the management question); and he expressed
the desire to talk further with W.W.S. about this upon his
arrival for the September Prep-Com. I outlined the U.S.
position on regionals, stating the criteria under which we
could accept them -- particularly the stipulation that the
regional system shguld not drain off significant amounts
of international public telecommunications traffic and
thus imparil the economic viability of INTELSAT. I then
inquired whether he had been contemplating any language
setting up this economic criterion. He replied, "No, but
we are open to discuss that."

It seems clear that the new space-agreement has added
new urgency to Japan's interest in keeping the way clear
for an eventual SEA satellite in which they, in the nature
of things, would play the dominant role. Mr. Hachifuji,at
the luncheon, made it clear that if we would help them on

.this they would extend themselves to help us on other issues.

Mr. Ogiso stated that he had just received from
John Killick that morning, but had not yet read, a paper
outlining the British thinking on legal personality. Be
plans to recommend that it be circulated at the opening
of the September Prep-Com.

I urged him, and he agreed, to continue to try to
find common ground between the Europeans and the U.S. on
the question of the management. He clarified that the
language of his proposed Resolution* was "purposely vague
as to what kind of internationalization." He said: "It
is broad enough to cover any of the alternatives mentioned
in my proposal -- and does not necessarily imply 'full
internationalization'." In that case, I said, it is very

*viz: "taking note of the opinions of many delegations that
the Managing Body under the Definitive Agreement should be
internationalized compared with that under the InterimAgreement."

'
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close to our draft U.S. article and possibly the Resolution
is not needed. We had thought, I added, that it was
designed to meet the European's demand for stating the
principle of "full internationalization" in the Agreement
and, if so, we could not subscribe to it. He commented
that not all the Northern Europeans are hung up on full
internationalization to the extent the Swiss and some of
the other countries are. For example the Germans, he
said, primarily want procurement to be contractable out
by a Director General and will settle for this. "In fact,"
he said, "I don't believe a resolution calling for full
internationalization could get enough votes in the Conference
to pass." He clearly is loath to abandon his idea of intro-
ducing a resoluton 0-lat would appease the Europeans some-
what and yet not altogether circumscribe the outcome of the
study and thus draw our. opposition. He wishes to discuss
the matter with W.W.S.

John Killick was the only person he talked with in
Europe on INTELSAT matters. He said they discussed chiefly
the agenda and other procedural matters for the upcoming
Prep-Com. Killick has in mind a three-man drafting committee
that would be charged with preparing the working draft
Agreement. This committee would begin work during the
September Prep-Com and would also work between the September
and November Prep-Corns. In this way the November Prep-Com
would have before it a working draft to review article-by-
article. There will also be separate working-and-drafting
groups set up on legal and financial matters at the September
meeting. Killick, he said, was still giving top priority
to INTELSAT, though he seems to be involved in various
other responsibilities of a scientific-political nature.

INTELSAT:AWashburn:sct 8/28/69



DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Viashington, D.C. 20520

August 25, 1969

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

SUBJECT • INTELSAT

HPARTICIPANTS: Mr. T. Hachifuji, Vice President, KDD
Mr. M: Masuda, Executive Director, KDD
Mr. M. Ogiso, Deputy Director General, UN
Bureau, Foreign Office

Mr. A. Yatabe, Scientific Affairs Division
Chief, UN Bureau, Foreign Office

Mr. N. Eguchi, Deputy to Mr. Yatabe
Mt. T. Kashiwagi, Administrative Director

of Telecommunications, Ministry of Post
.and Telegraph

Mr. Suehiro, Counselor for Telecommunications,
Ministry of Post and Telegraph

-Place

Mr. Abbott M. Washburn, Alternate Delegate,
INTELSAT Conference

Mr. John M. Gregory, Second Secretary,
American Embassy Tokyo

Crescent Restaurant - Tokyo

After pleasantries, Mr. Ogiso said he wished to discuss
the memorandum proposal which he had transmitted to Mr.
Washburn on July 25, 1969, to which Mr. Washburn had taken
some exception. Mt. Washburn explained that the U.S. agreed
with Che opening concepts outlined in Mt. Ogiso's proposal
in that INTELSAT should have an administrative secretariliL
headed by a Secretary General and that the technical management
would be contracted out to COMSAT and would report to the
Board of Governors of INTELSAT. Washburn said that for the
time being Che U.S. preferred to avoid use of Che term
Director General which connoted more authority than the title
Secretary General. The first difference which Washburn would
take, he said to the propoal concerned the use of the term
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"transitional period", since this term prejudges the outcome
of the future Study of the form INTELSAT's management should
take at the close of the Contract period. The use of the term

--appears to preclude, for example, concepts other than "full
internationalization" which could evolve as a result of
.axperience with the operation of INTELSAT.

Ogiso replied that he had not attempted to do more than
synthesize the proposals of some other nations which generally
talk in terms of a transitional period. Mr. Washburn reminded
Mr. Ogiso of the remarks of Governor Scranton who indicated
that INTELSAT is moving toward increased internationalization
but at the same time raised doubts whether the technical side
of INTELSAT should ever be fully internationalized. Scranton
is more interested in the efficiency of INTELSAT than in the
question of its internationalization. Perhaps at the con-
clusion of COMSAT's seven-year contract, Canada's Telesat or
Japan's KDD or some other competent technical organization
might get the contract. INTELSAT cannot be treated like
Che World Bank because, unlike banking, satellite communications
is a new and rapidly developing field.

A second point which offered difficulties to the U.S.
was the placing of responsibility for preparation of the
study in the hands of the Secretary General who, after all,
is an interested party with regard to the study's outcome.
Washburn noted that the U.S. prefers having the Board of
Governors direct the study and has so indicated in its
draft article on the management.

Ogiso pointed out that in ordinary cases the Board of
Governors of any organization would usually discuss and con-
sider reports prepared by an outside group rather than conduct
studies on its own. Washburn said he believed that the Board
should cause the study to be made by the best brains available.
He noted that perhaps a three-man subcommittee of the Board
could do the job; but placing responsibility directly on the
Secretary General, whose interests are directly affected by
its outcome, would put him in an untenable position as well.

Ogiso stated that there must be some relationship between
Che Director General and the contract manager. Mr. Washburn
commented that, as a Thai official had said to him, the



Secretary General could be authorized to receive information
from the technical manager but it would not be desirable for
the Secretary-General to act as supervisor or overseer for
technical operations. Ogiso said hc agreed that the Director
General should not interfere with Che technical operations of
INTELSAT but someone has to monitor the work of the technical
manager. The Board itself can not do it. Washburn noted
Chat the question of this relationship is negotiable. However
he pointed out in frankness that COMSAT is concerned that Che
Director General might acquire a large technical staff for the
purpose of monitoring the daily work of the manager. He
noted that the Director General needs access to the work of
Che manager but should not have the right to interfere.
Washburn indicated that monitoring and review might possibly
be defined in the contract document. If so, the important
thing would be to set out this relationship clearly.

With respect to Mr. Ogiso's proposed Conference resolution,
Washburn said that the prineiple of internationalization
expressed in Chc resolution prejudges the outcome of the
study. The U.S. is opon-minded as to the results of the
study. The conceyn of the U.S. is Chat the resolution should
rot decide this issue prematurely. Ogiso noted that many
delegates dcsire full internationalization of INTELSAT.
Washburn said that he strongly believed Chat nations with
earth stations already in place are more int.erested in con-
tinued efficiency and would not wish to see their investment
jeopardized by creation of another ECAFE. Ogiso said that he
believed Cho majority of the members believe there should be
internationalization without impairment of technological
efficiency. Washburn noted Chat the U.S. is quite flexible
with regard to assembly voting, reduction of its voting
strength, and eliminating the one-nation veto. Ambassador
Hartmann (Switzerland), he said, personally believes and will
advise his government that they are pushing too far too fast
in their insistence on full internationalization. This might
lead to a repetition of the unwieldiness which plagued ELDO
and ESRO. Washburn said he agreed with Hartmann that we must
put efficient operations first and foremost and thereby profit
from our experience; to do otherwise seems dangerous.



Ogiso inquired whether Washburn's reservations could be
satisified by stressing two points in the resolution. One,
that there should be internationalization; and two, that: there
be no impairment of efficiency. Washburn replied that if the
principle goal is stated in terms of maintaining -economy
and 'efficiency of the system and Chen consistent with these
goals the organization be internationalized, Che resolution
would be better. He said he wished to discuss this matter
further in the U.S. .There followed considerable discussion
of Che meaning of "internationalization" in which Ogiso,
Yatabe, and Eguchi probed for an opinion on whether the U.S.
would accept a very broad interpretation of Che word inter-
nationalization for the purpose of the resolution. Mr.
Washburn's replies were that: although Che northern European
bloc was very vocal he did not believe that the majority of
countries were as eager as the Japanese supposed that INTELSAT
be completely internationalized. Washburn also noted that
one of the alternatives Che study might - recommend would
authorize the Secretary General to procure and contract for
research, for example, and that none of Che concepts of
internationalization which they had mentioned would be
precluded as possibilities.

Mr. Washburn concluded by noting that the U.S. does not
consider that internationalization and operational efficiency
are de facto mutally exclusive; however, Che U.S. side
believes that we must await Che results of the study before
deciding on Che question of further internationalization of
the Manager. Eachifuji asked how Che U.S. proposes to deal
with the desires of non-earth station countries for maximum
internationalization. Washburn replied that we believe that
investors will, in Che final analysis, went Che system to
work efficiently. ilachifuji noted that in view of Mr. Ogiso's
commitment to the resolution he hoped that Che U.S. would not
request its withdrawal but would help with the wording in order
to make it acceptable since it included "a great deal of
oriental wisdom". He noted that Ogiso in drawing the
resolution had been very much aware of the United States'
voting strength in the Governing Body, which would nominate
the Director General. He said that it was important to make
Che Director General's job authoritative and implied that U.S.
influence over the Director General would enable it to cope
with this problem of efficiency being imprired by internation-
alization. OL,1Eo pointed out thct unless the Dir(!ctur General
had real authority, it would be hard to attract a Lop man to
take Che job.
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There followed a discussion of regional communications
systems during which Nr. Washburn indicated that no significant

• differences existed between U.S. and Japanese interests. He
emphasized that Che main tests of regional systems are
geographical compactness, technical and economic compatibility
with INTELSAT, and of course approval of the Board of Governors.
Ogiso said that John Killick and he believed it might be
better to drop attempts to define "regional" and deal with
such systems on a case-by-case basis. However, he said some
of his colleagues differed with him on this.

--Kashiwagi asked whether Japan's joining Inter-Sputnik
would be precluded under the criteria outlined by Washburn.
Mr. Washburn replied affirmatively if such action violated
Che single global system concept, which might if Inter-
Sputnik ever became a rival global system. (Not too likely.

At the conclusion Mr. Washburn invited and Mr. Ogiso
accepted an opportunity to meet with Governor Scranton in
Washington next week to diE;cuss the management question and
the matter of regional systems. Mr. Ogiso had said he was
leaving for the United States on August 31.

AmEmbassy Tokyo: John Gregory
INTELSAT:Abbott Washburn



DEPARTMENT OF STATE

.Washington. D.C. 20520

August 22, 1969

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

SUBJECT : Conversations in Bangkok with Mr. Sribhumi
Sukhanetr, Deputy Director General, Post. and
Telegraph Department, and with the Swiss
Ambassador to Thailand, Rudolf Hartmann.

In his office at the Thailand Post and Telegraph Department
on August 20, 1969, Deputy Director Sribhumi told Abbott
Washburn and Philip Mayhew:

"The kind of International Secretariat you propose
is enough 'internationalization' of INTELSAT. It is
not practical to have an international group handling the
technical operations side of the mana3emmt. The
analogy with the World Bank is wrong because banking
and satellite communications are wholly different.
Everybody knows banking. I think, don't you, that
most LDCs appreciate this and will support the
International Secretariat without technical operations,
as you propose."

He referred to Washburn's letter ,to him and his reply
of July 1 as reflecting basic similarity of views. He said
he plans to attend the Plenary in February. Mr. Manas, the
Acting Economic Counselor in Washington, will handle the
Prep-Corns in September and November. "We here, however, will
follow it closely," he said.

Washburn talked with Mr. Sribhumi again on August 22.
Sribhumi said that the head of the International Secretariat
should "have access" to how COMSAT is carrying out the contract
with the Board of Governors but that "he should not interfere".
He thought the phrase "monitor the contract" could be defined
in the new Agreement and/or in the contract document in such
a way as to insure this, including that the head of the Secre-
tariat would not be authorized to create a sizeable techoical
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staff to review everything COMSAT is doing. He agreed to
talk personally with other delegations from the SEA region.
Most of these, he said, would be in agreement with us "because
they are very satisfied with the way the global system is now
being run and their prime concern is continued efficiency."
He said this is particularly true of Chose countries which
already have earth stations in place.

Washimrn visited on August 22 with Che Swiss Ambassador
to Thailand, Rudolf Hartmann, who served as vice chairman of
Che European group at the first INTELSAT Plenary Conference
earlier this year. Ambassador Hartmann said he thought the
Swiss delegation and some of the other European delegations
are pushing too hard too fast for full internationalization.
He felt this not an appropriate issue on which to cause
difficulty for Che United States, which has already shown
flexibility. A compromise would be preferable to a face-
down. He offered to so inform his Government. Washburn said
that would be very helpful. Washburn showed the Ambassador
Che language of Che U.S. draft article on the manager and
presented him with a copy of Killick's report. He was
particularly interested in our recommendation of a study to
be made by the Governing Board. He agreed that nothing should
be prejudged in advance of completion of the study and Che
Board's recommendation to the Assembly. He felt Mr. Ogiso
to be an excellent person to attempt to work out a compromise.
Meanwhile, he will send his views to Berne. He read Washburn
a portion of the Swiss delegation's report on the June-July
Prep-Com to the effect that a majority of delegations favor
full internationalization and it would be a shame if Che
United States and a few other delegations were allowed to
block it. Hartmann said he was not so sure this to be the
case. Thailand, for example, he found to be more interested
in efficiency than _1.1 internationalization. Washburn stated
this was true of many countries with earth stations in
operation.

Washburn mentioned the visit to Washington earlier this
month of Bondi of the European Space Conference with the
request that the U.S. provide laUnch facilities for a
Eurovision satellite. Washburn outlined the U.S. position
on regional systems explaining that such a satellite would
require the approval of INTELSAT's Board of Governors as to
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economic and technical compatibility and geographical
compactness but that thus far the Prep-Com has not dealt
with the subject of regionals. Hartmann expressed the view
that if we could do this it would ameliorate the European
attitude on the manager question. Washburn stated that under
fhe above conditions the U.S. would agree but that the policy
on regionals would first have to be settled within the INTELSAT
Conference probably not before the February Plenary.

AmEmbassy Bangkok: Philip Mayhew
INTELSAT: Abbott Washburn

1.%*



DRAFT

Senator Pastore was not happy that Governor Scranton had

cancelled his appointment with him.

Senator Pastore asked if we have a National Policy on

INTELSAT. He referred to a recent article in BUSINESS

WEEK about relaxing the United States position.

He accused me of softening and weakening when I told him

that I had agreed to go along with an Administrative Secretariat

but not one designated as an International Secretariat or a

Director General.

He cited the experience in the U. N. in which the U. S. pays 33%

and some 50% to 60% in some specialized agencies, has two votes,

and can easily be outvoted by a few nations that provide incon-

sequential support.

With these international organizations, the U. S. always winds up

footing the bill and these other nations getting a free ride and we

wind up getting outvoted. This is no way to protect the taxpayers
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interest. He said he will fight it; he will guarantee that the

Congress will not approve any arrangement which gives away

the managership or the control over INTELSAT. He said that

we have a large Defense interest in INTELSAT because of the

number of circuits we have in it and do we want somebody else

exercising control over this. Defense is going to have to set

up their own, which they are, and he says this is duplication.

Can any of these nations afford to withdraw. Suppose they do

get mad; what can they do about it. Suppose West Germany is

unhappy, could they afford to pull out. He does not think they

could. The U. S. furnishes most of the traffic.

He holds to the view that the primary objective of the State

Department is to get an agreement and they are willing to make

whatever concessions are required in order to get an agreement.

He feels this is wholly wrong. He feels that the State Department

is not nearly tough enough in their negotiating.

He felt very strongly that any surrender of management control

to an international body will be over his dead body and he will

fight it in Congress and he will assure that the Congress will not

ratify any such agreement.

He said he was counting on Mr. O'Connell to fight for the retention

of U. S. management control of the Consortium.
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Senator Pastore was not happy that Governor Scranton had

cancelled his appointment with him.

Can any of these nations afford to withdraw. Suppose they do get

mad; what can they do about it. Suppose West Germany is unhappy,

could they afford to pull out: He does not think they could. The

U.S. furnishes most of the traffic.

7 With these international organizations, the U.S. always winds up

footing the bill and these other nations getting a free ride and we

wind up getting outvoted. This is no way to protect the taxpayers

interest. He said he will fight it; he will guarantee that the Congress

will not approve any arrangement which gives away the managership

or the control over INTELSAT. He said that we have a large

Defense interest in INTELSAT because of the number of circuits

we have in it and do we want somebody else exercising control over

this. Defense is going to have to set up their own, which they are,

and he says this is duplication.
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He accused me of softening and weakening when I told him that

I had agreed to go along with an administrative secretariat but

not one designated as an international secretariat or a director

general. t-  ...le /011.*,-)
„ e-) 9

. He holds to the view that the primary objective of the State

Department is to get an agreement and they are willing to make

whatever concessions, are required in order to get an agreement.

He feels this is wholly wrong. He feels that the State Department

is not nearly tough enough in their negotiating.

He cited the experience in the U. N. in which the U.S. pays 33%

and some 50% to 60% in some specialized agencies, has two votes,

and can easily be outvoted by a few nations that provide inconsequential

support.

40-1:77 -
7 Any surrender of management control to an international body

will be over his dead body and he will fight it in Congress and he

will assure that the Congress will not ratify any such agreement.
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Senator Pastore was not happy that Governor Scranton had

cancelled his appointment with him.

Can any of these nations afford to withdraw. Suppose they do get

mad; what can they do about it. Suppose West Germany is unhappy,

could they afford to pull out. He does not think they could. The

U.S. furnishes most of the traffic.

With these international organizations, the U.S. always winds up

footing the bill and these other nations getting a free ride and we

wind up getting outvoted. This is no way to protect the taxpayers

interest. He said he will fight it; he will guarantee that the Congress

will not approve any arrangement which gives away the managership

or the control over INTELSAT. He said that we have a large
.a

Defense interest in INTELSAT because of the number of circuits

we have in it and do we want somebody else exercising control over

this. Defense is going to have to set up their own, which they are,

and he says this is duplication.
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He accused me of softening and weakening when I told him that

I had agreed to go along with an administrative secretariat but

not one designated as an international secretariat or a director

general.

He holds to the view that the primary objective of the State

Department is to get an agreement and they are willing to make

whatever concessions are required in order to get an agreement.

He feels this is wholly wrong. He feels that the State Department

is not nearly tough enough in their negotiating.

He cited the experience in the U.N. in which the U.S. pays 33%

and some 50% to 60% in some specialized agencies, has two votes,

and can easily be outvoted by a few nations that provide inconsequential

support.

Any surrender of management control to an international body

will be over his dead body and he will fight it in Congress and he

will assure that the Congress will not ratify any such agreement.
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Tough talking on sate Les

The fight to give Europe a bigger say in
the management of communications satel-
lites is proving tougher than some
optimistic reports now coming out of
Washington might suggest. Since Febru-
ary, when the 68 member countries
that own shares in the Intelsat satellite
holding company met in Washington to
draw up a permanent charter (replacing
the temporary agreement that brought
Intelsat into being in 1964), there has been
deadlock over how much control the
Americans would be willing to surrender.
They now hold 52 per cent of Intelsat's
stock, diluted from the original 64
per cent holding by the greatly increased
membership (there were only 19 signa-
tories in 1964.) In practice, however,
Washington's control over the man-
agement of the satellite network is
absolute ; not onl.;:, all day-to-day opera-
tions, but all long-term planning and all
placing of contracts is handled by Comsat,
the management company created by
Congress, and Intelsat merely pays the
bills. And until the last round of con-
tracts, placed in November, 98 per cent'
of equipment, excluding ground stations,
was bought in the United States.
This has built up a head of resentment

amorg other member countries that had
been led to expect they would get con-
tracts in rough proportion to their In-
telsat shares and it has not been dispersed
by. Comsat's placing at least a fifth of

14
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the orders for its next, and fourth,
generation of satellites outside the United
States. A hard core of Intelsat share-
holders is demanding that in any new
charter, each member country should have
one vote. This is being fought hard not
only by the Americans but also by the
British Post Office which, while it would
like to get the constitution changed in a
way that would reduce the Americans'
virtual control, is reluctant to hazard the
'satellite system's efficient management,
which one man, one vote would certainly
do. After the Americans the British are
the largest shareholders.
There seems to be a slit in Washing-

ton between the State Department, which
would make concessions to foreign opinion,
and Comsat which is holding on to as
much management independence as it
can.. Some concessions are now accepted
as inevitable, but the question is, how
little can it get away with ? When nego-
tiations re-open on Monday, the Ameri-
cans are expected to offer to reduce their
shareholding still further ; this would then
open the way for the formula favoured by
the British under which votes would be
based on investment in Intelsat, and invest-
ment would be in proporeion to the use
made of the network, an arrangement out
of which Britain might come rather well.
A satellite system consists essentially of

three components : a launcher, the•zatel-
lite itself, and the earth stations which

send and receive signals. Since the United
States has a monopoly of launchers, it
also has a veto of sorts on satellite develop-
ment. In the last year Comsat has played
hot and cold on the idea of allowing
regional development, and recently cold.
. Although the British Aircraft Corpora-
tion and Ferranti recently obtained
£3 million of sub-contract work for the
fourth generation satellites, it is in earth
stations that the British have expertise.
That leaves the question of what the

rest of Europe thinks. There is a possibility
that Europe could be competitive in the
construction of the satellites themselves
but not in the cost of launching them,
assuming always there was a European
rocket to launch. The attitude of the new
French government could be crucial.
During General de Gaulle's presidency, a
division was growing between France and
Germany on the one hand, promoting
what was basically a French satellite, and
Britain with the rest of the Europeans on
the other promot:ng an all-European
project. The problems, however, arc con-
siderable either way. 1 he Americans are
legally prohibited from launching com-
mercial satellites for foreigners, so unless
Comsat can be browbeaten into ordering
a satellite from Europe, the Europeans
must launch their own. How?
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Date

FROM: DEPUTY CHIEF, COMMON CARRIER BUREAU

TO:



OUTLINE OF PROCEDURES FOR PREPARATORY COMMITTEE

I. Opening session

A. Welcoming statement by Governor Scranton

1. Outline progress so far.

2. Review terms of reference for Preparatory Coi_laittee.

3. Stress serious review by U.S. of views of others.

4. Stress strong attempt made by U.S. to adapt its position to

accommodate basic concerns of others.

5. Express hope for reciprocal action by others.

6. Refer to widely held desire for substantial progress at the preparatory

meeting, including commitment to conclude Definitive Arrangements as

quickly as possible.

7. Indicate U.S. support for aim of narrowing differences looking toward

the preparation of acceptable drafts.

II. Organization of meeting

A. A single committee with Mr. Killick of the United Kingdom as Chairman.

B. Contemplate small working groups to prepare drafts on particular items

after reasonable discussion.

Procedure

A. Look toward the preparation of an agenda within the framework of the

suggested work program we have circulated, which would start with a con-

sideration of the Governing Body under following subjects:

1. Composition

2. Functions

3. Voting

• B. Proceed from Governing Body to Assembly under the following headings:
1. Composition

2. Functions

3. Voting
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c. Proceed to consideration of Manager under following procedures:

I. General debate at which our position against clauses fixing a time

for internationalization now or a gradual transition during the

Manager's fixed term is made clear.

2. Consideration of specific proposals, with introduction of U.S.

suggestion at appropriate time, looking toward the division of functions

between an operating Manager and an Administrative Secretariat. Stress

that operating Manager must be responsible for research, development,

design, procurement, construction, launch, operation and maiptenance

of space segment with other functions to be performed by Administrative

Secretariat. At appropriate time, if there is reasonable measure of

acceptance for approach, introduce Comsat paper listing specific

functions for Manager and Administrative Secretariat. Indicate

flexibility on list provided that the above specified functions of

the Manager are not substantially affected.

3. Also stress that Manager must have contract for fixed term with no

transition during term of above listed basic functions.

24. Accept concept of independent study by Governing Body, Secretariat

or outside contractual entity with respect to the performance of

managerial functions at the end of the fixed term.

D. Regional systems indicate willingness to accept concept for regional

system to serve a compact area with cultural or other ties subject to

determination by Governing Body approved by Assembly that system would

be technically compatible with INITLSAT's proposed use of the spectrum

and orbital parking slots and would not cause interference or would not

have substantial adverse economical effects on INTELSAT.
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V. Strategy

A. Emphasize desire of U.S. for progress both as a sign of leadership and

proof of good faith.

B. Use the already prepared position papers as talking papers and to assure

uniformity'of approach among U.S. representatives.

C. Have separate papers on appropriate items or sub-items available for an

introduction at an appropriate time.

D. Seek the creation of small working groups in each case where the debate

indicates there is reasonable chance for agreement on terms acceptable to us.

E. Arrange to be represented on each of these working groups.,

F. On key issues like voting on the Governing Body, functions of the Assembly,

and the Managership problem, generally, attempt to induce others, who may

be reasonably friendly to us on each of these key issues, to introduce

papers acceptable to us for use as "neutral" working documents in the small

working groups so that acceptable drafts or acceptable alternative drafts

may be prepared.

V. Role of the Govetnof

A. Speak at opening meeting as indicated in I, above.

B. Preside at all U.S. strategy meetings to give direction, assign, on organized

basis, individuals to contact particular delegations on specific issues and

assure uniformity of U.S. action.

C. Confer with key foreign delegations when time is right with respect to each

subject to be discussed to be certain that they understand clearly where we

can and will give and where we cannot and will not give. In addition, it is

important that the other members of the delegation be kept advised of the

exact parameters of agreement, as well as those areas where there is flexibility

and room for them to negotiate, particularly in the working groups.
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SUBJECT: INTELSAT Conference

DATE: June 16, 1969

PARTICIPANT S: Bunroko Yoshino, Minister, Japanese Embassy; Alternate
Representative, INTELSAT Conference

Kenjiro Sase, First Secretary, Japanese Embassy; Adviser,
INTELSAT Conference

Abbott Washburn, Deputy Chairman, USDEL, INTELSAT
Conference

diMUMA John Johnson, Vice President, ComSat Corp.
William K. Miller, E/TD

COPIES TO: INTELSAT, E/TT,- E/TD, IO, IO/OIC, L/E, EA/J, FCC,
ODTM, ComSat, Amcmbassy Tokyo

1-14:3.

The meeting was arranged to brief the Japanese representatives
on the current U.S. position for the INTELSAT Conference, which ,
Governor Scranton had discussed in several European capitals and
we are discussing with rePresentatives of some other countries here.

Mr. Washburn said we had reviewed our position since the first
session of the Conference and were prepared to tzike new positions
on a number of issues which ..we thought would help meet the concerns_
of others and facilitate agreement. We hoped the forthcoming
Preparatory Committee meeting would deal with the real issues and
make substantial progress in working them out. Mr. Washburn
reviewed our current positions on key. issues, including legal
personality, the manager, voting in the governing board and the
assembly, and outside regional satellite systems.

Mr. Yoshino and Mr. Sase listened attentively and asked a
number of questions intended to clarify their understanding of the
U.S. views. They welcomed the indication that thd U.S. wants to
move forward in the Preparatory Committee meeting, but did not
express views on substantive issues. (On the basis of a subsequent
telephone call in which Mr. Yoshino asked Mr. Miller for confir-
mation of his understanding of a number of details of the U.S.
position, it appears that the Japanese representatives understood
the ciirrent U.S. views fairly thoroughly.)

E/TD:WKMiller:sp
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LIMITED OFFICIAL USE DATE: June 13, 1969 .

INTELSAT Conference

PARTICIPANTS: Abdur R. Bashir, 'Economic Minister, Embassy of Pakistan;
Alternate Representative, INTELSAT Conference

Ashraf-uz aman, Economic Secretary, Embassy of Pakistan;
Alternate Representative, INTELSAT Conference

Abbott Washburn, Deputy Chairman, USDEL, INTELSAT
Conference

gSDRifgM; William K. Miller, E/TD

COPIES TO: INTELSAT, E/TT, E/TD, IO, IO/OIC, L/E, NEA/PAF,
FCC, ODTM, ComSat, Amembassy Rawalpindi, Amconsul Karachi

Mr. Bashir and Mr. Zaman called to exchange views on
INTELSAT Conference issues prior to the meeting of the Preparatory
Committee which begins June 23. Their principal concern appeared
to be the treatment to be accorded in the proposed agreements
(or by the INTELSAT organization which emerges from the Conference)
to traffic via INTELSAT satellite between east and west Pakistan.
Mr. Bashir recalled that some countries represented at the
Conference wanted INTELSAT investment shares to be based on
international traffic only (not including domestic traffic).
Pakistan could not accept this because it would not assure
equal priority for Pakistan's, traffic between the east and
west wings. It also would eliminate'Pakistan from a seat
-on the Governing Board. Pakistan's proposal was that domestic
traffic which crosses international boundaries should be
treated like international traffic and included in the
calculation of investment shares.

Mr. Miller recalled that the countries expressing
themselves at the first session had divided three ways on
this issue: some advocated counting only international traffic;
a second group, like Pakistan, would include domestic traffic
which crossed boundaries or passed between non-contiguous
areas; and a third group, like the U.S., advocated including
all traffic on the INTELSAT-financed space segment, including
all domestic traffic. Not to include all domestic traffic,
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we thought, would tend to discourage use of the system for
such traffic. However, Mr. Miller said he thought Pakistan
was safe on this issue since it appeared clear that the
second and third groups together would be in a strong
majority. Mr. Bashir said the Pakistani Delegation had
made the same evaluation.

Mr. Washburn said we had reviewed our position since
the first session and were prepared to take new positions
on a number of issues which we thought would help meet the
concerns of others and facilitate agreement. We hoped the
forthcoming Preparatory Committee meeting would deal with
the real issues and make substantial progress in working
them out. Mr. Washburn reviewed our current positions on
a number of key issues, including legal personality, the
manager, voting in the governing board and the assembly,
and outside regional satellite systems.

Mr. Bashir and Mr. Zaman indicated general agreement
with U.S. views as they had been described, but did not
state Pakistani views on specific issues, except for
regional systems, where they indicated agreement with the
U.S. view that outside regionals should not have adverse
economic effects on INTELSAT.

E/TD :y1KM111er :sp
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Ad Hoc Interagency Working Group on
INTELSAT  Preparatory Committee 

Summary of Meeting, June 13, 1969 

Participants:

Chairman -

State -

FCC -

ODTM -

ComSat

Mr. Washburn
Mr. McCormack
Mr. Allen
Mr. Miller
Mr. Ende
Mr. Greenburg
Mr. Clark
Mr. O'Malley
Mr. Johnson
Mr. Battle
Mr. Donahue
Mr. English

Procedure at Preparatory Committee  Meeting 

The group.discussed objectives and procedure at the

meeting of the Preparatory Committee. It was agreed that the

target is agreement at the November session of the Conference

and that the main objective of the June meeting is to make as

much progress as possible on key issues. Most of those present

thought it would be desirable to prepare and agree on draft

articles on as many subjects as possible. There was a

difference of views on drafting procedure. One proposal was

that one drafting group should be named to draft agreement

language on all subjects, the other that different groups might

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 
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work on different subjects. It was generally agreed that

significant documents produced by the Committee should

be sent to the 68 member countries at the end of the

meeting without awaiting the Committee's final report.

Mr. Miller, Mr. Ende and Mr. Clark were asked to meet

and produce a memorandum recommending a U.S. approach to

procedure at the Committee meeting, e.g. the order in which

the subjects should be taken up. Mr. Johnson was invited

to join this group, but said he would be away June 16

and occupied with the ICSC June 17-18. He also expressed

doubt that he would agree with the views of the others, and

undertook to do a separate memo.

Papers on the Management Question 

The papers on the Manager were discussed. Mr. Miller

said the State draft of June 6, 1969 should be cOrrected by

deleting from page 4 the provision for confirmation by the

Assembly of the head of the secretariat. Others indicated that

they had suggestions on this paper which would be phoned to

Mr. Miller.

The functions which would be assigned to the Manager

and the Secretariat under ComSat's draft of June 6 were generally

agreed with the following revisions and reservations:

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 
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1. Mr. Clark proposed and it was agreed to delete

the first line of item 1, page 10, which called for the

Secretariat to evaluate traffic trends and make traffic

forecasts.

2. Mr. Endo proposed and it was agreed to delete

"depreciation and other" from the phraseology on accounting

in item 7, page 10.

3. Mr. Miller proposed to add public relations to the

functions of the Secretariat, perhaps in consultation with

the Manager. ComSat could not accept this.

4. Mr. Miller suggested that there should be explicit

provision for cooperation between the Secretariat and the

Manager, which would be applicable to a number of functions.

This was generally agreed as a concept, but wording to cover

it was not discussed.

Mr. Johnson said he thought the important questions on

these lists were whether it is agreed- (1) that there will be

no pre-ordained transition (to internationalized technical

functions) and (2) that these lists are final. It was the

consensus that the lists should not be thought of as final in

the sense. that they would be non-negotiable as to detailed content,

but only in the sense that the Manager would have to retain

its essential functions.

E/TD:WKMiller:sp LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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Wipthington. D.C. 20520

June 12, 1969
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MEMORANDUM FOR : Governor Scranton

SUBJECT Discussion of INTELSAT with Spanish
Officials at Foreign Office on
June 2, 1969

1. Governor Scranton, Mr. Webb of the American
Embassy and I met with Srs. Elorza, Garcia and Valera
of the Foreign Ministry. Srs. Barrera and Rebollo of
the Compania Telefonica Nacional and Srs. Gonzales and
others of the Direcci6n General of Posts and Telecommuni-
cations, at the Foreign Ministry on the morning of Monday,
June 2, 1969.

2. Governor Scranton commenced the meeting by
stating that in the light of the first conference the
United States had reappraised the situation. He stressed
the importance of the meeting of the Preparatory Committee
in June as a means of making progress toward an agreement
on definitive arrangements, and stated that the United
States had been urging that other States send able dele-
gations which had the confidence of their governments.
He noted that the United Kingdom, Germany and others were
sending such delegations, and expressed the hope that the
Spanish Government would send the same delegation which
had attended the first conference. He also stated that
it would be helpful in making progress toward agreement
if the Preparatory Committee could discuss and arrive at
agreement on the major problems, which he defined as
legal personality, governance, regional systems and
management.

3. Sr. Barrera, President of the Compania Telefonica,
stated that Spain had a very deep interest and great con-
fidence in the INTELSAT system. He noted that the system
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was the only way in which Spain could reach the Latin
American countries with television and direct communi-
cation, and he cited Spain's very heavy use of the system
and its unique geographical position in relation to the
rest of Europe. More specifically, he mentioned the
following existing and proposed telecommunications
facilities:

a) the earth station located near Madrid
which was used#in the INTELSAT system, as well
as for NASA and the U.S. armed forces;

b) the second earth station which was being
constructed for communication with the Far East,
and which was to be tied in with cables;

c) the small station in the Canary Islands,
now used principally for NASA, which was to be
enlarged to accommodate commercial services and
possibly#television, and would be helpful in con-
nection with communication between the United States
and South Africa;

d) new cables between the United States and
the South of#Spain, and between Spain and the
Canary Islands (for 1800 channels); and

e) proposed new cables between Italy and
Barcelona, and between#20the United Kingdom and
the north of Spain.

He said that the INTELSAT system was important to Spain,
not only by itself, but because it tied in with the other
large investments just described. The INTELSAT system
was in effect one of the principal features of Spain's
overall communications set-up. Spain was therefore vitally
interested in having INTELSAT be run efficiently, under
good management, and it was in a position to support the
United States in the effort to have INTELSAT benefit from

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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the best men and best ideas. Governor Scranton stated
that he appreciated this, and added that the Latin
American countries had expressed the same views to the
United States.

4. Sr. Elorza then asked whether the United States
believed that INTELSAT could become an international
organization. Governor Scranton replied that our view
was that it would in time become so. However, this was
still a very new field, and it was therefore necessary
that this be accomplished without deterring technological
progress.

5. Sr. Elorza inquired whether the United States
was willing to accept an Assembly in which each State
would have one vote. Governor Scranton replied that it
was. There should be an Assembly which was representative
of all participating States. However, we did not think
that one could have a business organization run by such
an Assembly. Therefore the basic powers should be in the
Governing Body; in which Spain would have the third largest
weighted vote.

6. Sr. Elorza inquired whether we were thinking of
a Governing Body with approximately 20 to 23 members.
Governor Scranton replied that we were. He noted that
we had made a study by computer of all of the suggestions
made at the first conference relating to composition of
the Governing Body, and all but one or two turned out to
produce an almost identical membership with 22 or 23 members.

7. Sr. Garcia mentioned the United States proposal
for regional representatives, and asked whether this would
be necessary where a region was already well represented.
Governor Scranton said that this was designed to give
representation in cases where there was not sufficient
investment to provide it otherwise. He said that the
United States did not intend to propose any set formula
for composition of the Governing Body. However, we did
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believe that it should be small and have most of the
powers. The principal criterion for membership on the
Governing Body should be investment.

8. Sr. Elorza agreed that investment and vote
should be based on usage. He queried, however, whether
as a political matter a world-wide organization could
permit one State to have as large a vote as would accrue
to the United States on that basis. Governor Scranton
stated that the United States had a right to a major voice
because it had created the system and in effect given it
to the world. The vote should be based on usage. However,
we were agreeable to a provision that no one State should
be able to veto a proposal, regardless of the size of its
vote, and we had so advised Germany and the United Kingdom.

9. Sr. Elorza stated that some minimum number of
members should be required for approval. He suggested
three. Sr. Garcia suggested four, plus two-thirds of the
weighted vote. Governor Scranton stated that the Germans
were also talking about four, and said that he would be
glad to discuss that with our delegation. As to the two-
thirds requirement, that had not been discussed in our
delegation.

10. Sr. Elorza inquired as to our position with
respect to regional systems. Governor Scranton replied
that we felt that regional systems could pose a threat to
the INTELSAT system. We did not want them prohibited,
but we believed it very important that the Governing Body
have the power to determine the compatibility, technically
and/or economically with the global system. We were
opposed to a "regional system" which would include Europe
and Africa. We did not, however, believe that a purely
Western European system would be incompatible either
technically or economically. Sr. Elorza said that Spain
had to support the European point of view on regional
systems, but it also wished to support the United States,
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and would therefore try to find a compromise between
the European and the United States views. Perhaps they
could modify the European view.

11. Governor Scranton said that the Latin Americans
had the same views as Spain. They were in favor of con-
tinued technological progress, a strong Governing Body,

a strong Manager (but the beginning of internationalization)
legal personality and no United States domination. This
gave Spain a chance not to play an entirely United States
game or an entirely European game. He hoped that Spain
could help out on Governing Body, Management and regional
systems. He mentioned that on legal personality we had
some problems. He concluded by remarking that world
communication had historically been a remarkably non-political
asset for education and world peace, and we hoped that
INTELSAT could continue in that way.

12. At the meeting, some mention was made by Sr. Elorza
of their desire to use INTELSAT in connection with communi-
cations between Spain and the Canary Islands. They would
like this both for ordinary communication and for television.
At luncheon, I pursued this with Sr. Rebollo. I understood
from him that this had to do with the new or expanded earth
station in the Canary Islands. They would want satellite
use in connection with U.S.-South Africa traffic (he said
AT&T was prepared to contract for circuits from the U.S.
to the Canaries). They would also want it for flexibility
in transmission between Latin America and Spain, either
using the Madrid earth station or the cable to the Canaries
and the earth station there. He seemed to think that the
existing cable was adequate for communication between
Spain and the Canaries.

13. At the luncheon, Sr. Valera mentioned that he had
recently talked with Dr. Brunner in Paris on the subject of
INTELSAT. He said that Brunner had mentioned the possibility
of West Germany not signing an agreement on definitive
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arrangements and merely coming in on a contractual basis.
He also asked somewhat specific questions on regional
systems and Management, which I answered generally by
stating our position on determination by the Governing
Body, our desire to begin internationalization in the
administrative, etc. areas, our feeling that a phased
timetable was impractical, our willingness to have a
fixed term for COMSAT, our position against interposition
of a Secretariat, and the like. He said that he under-
stood that the Germans would meet both the Canadians and
the Indians in Canada.

Eric Hager

Distribution:

Policy Group.
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SUBJt CANADIAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORPORATION
ESTABLISHED

le AT 3 PM ON JUNE 13, AT COMPLETION OF HOUSE OF COMMONS DEBATE
ON BILL CREATING CANADIAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORPOR -ATIONt
COMMUNICATIONS MINISTER KIERANS READ COMPLETE TEXT OF AGREED
STATEMENT CONCERNING PROVISION OF LAUNCH FACILITES BY US0
KIERANS TERMED STATEMENT AN AGREEMENT IN PRINCIPLE WITH
TECHNICAL AND FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS TO BE WORKED OUTQ

2°  KIERANS THEN ANNOUNCED HE HAS AUTHORZED NEGOTIATIONS TO
BEGIN TODAY WITH RCA VICTOR TO BE PRIME CONTRACTOR FOR
CONSTRUCTION OF CANADIAN SATELLITE0 HE SAID NEGOTIATIONS WOULD
ALSO BEGIN TODAY WITH NORTHERN ELECTRIC TO CONSTRUCT TRANSPONDER
FOR SATELLITE AS SUBCONTRACTOR TO RCA VICTOR°  HE ESTIMATED COST
OF THESE CONTRACTS AT 25 TO 30 MILLION DOLLARS0

30 AFTER KIERANS STATEMENT BILL APPROVED BY COMMONS.
COPIES AND COMMENTS FOLLOW.

UNDER

VPLLASS1FiED

7



Suggested Agenda for Meeting

June 12, 1969

1. Talks with other countries (see attached)

2. Organization of Preparatory Committee

a) Officers of the Committee

b) Physical arrangements

c) Personnel arrangements

d) Social occasions

3. Organization of USDEL, working arrangements

4. Tactics for meeting - how do we proceed?

5. Position papers

a) The Manager

6. Draft agreements - decide what work should be done

E/TD:WKMiller:sp
6/9/69



a. Countries with which we have talked

Germany Mexico
UK Venezuela
Spain Israel
Italy Philippines.
France Australia
Netherlands New Zealand
Canada Norway
Switzerland India
Argentina Japan

b. Other countries with which we should talk

Algeria, Brazil (when representatives arrive
for ICSC).

No others, except as they may take the initiative,
i.e. inquire or ask to be briefed.
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INFO : MELBOURNE, SYDNEY, USUN NEW YORK

FROM

SUBJECT:

REF

Amembassy CANBERRA

gu
FOR RM USE ONLY

HANDLING INDICA TOR

DATE: May 16, 1969

General Electric Company's Interest in Supplying
a Communications Satellite to Australia

CERP D

Enclosed is a memorandum of a conversation between Embassy
officers and officials of the General Electric Company of the

a United States concerning the desire of the American firm to
sell a communications satellite and related services to the
Government of Australia. While no definite decision has
been made by Australia to purchase the proposed system,
General Electric apparently has received the approval of
the Australian Postmaster General's. Department to prepare a
more detailed proposal for consideration by the Commonwealth
Government.

CRONK

Enclosure:
Iemorandum of Conversation, 5/13/69

L.

FORM

4 • 02 DS-323
LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION
LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

American Embassy,
Canberra, Australia.

Date: May 13, 1969

SUBJECT: General Electric Interest in Supplying
Communications Satellite to Australia

PARTICIPANTS: Mr. Francesco G. Beuf, Manager, International
Programs, General Electric Company (Space
Systems), Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Mr. Peter Richmond, General Manager, General
Electric (Australia), Sydney
Mr. Frank Mau, Second Secretary, Amembassy
Canberra

The above officials of the General Electric Company met with
the reporting officer and other officers of the Embassy on
May 13 to advise of the desire of the General Electric Company
to sell a communications satellite to the Australian Govern-
ment. The GE officials said they previously had visited
Melbourne for discussions of the proposal with officers of
the Postmaster General's Department in that city. They
intended to brief officials in the Department of Defence,
Department of Supply and Department of National Development
in Canberra on the same subject. According to Mr. Beuf, the
Office of Space and Environmental Science Affairs of the
Department of State has been informed in detail of General
Electric's planned approach to the Australian Government.

Mr. Beuf said that General Electric had learned about six
months ago of the desire of the Government of Australia to
study the economic feasibility of stationing a satellite
over northern Australia to supplement existing domestic com-
munications channels and to provide a reliable system of
communications for isolated areas of the Australian continent.
He had carried a proposal to Australia by General Electric

undertake, without cost to the GOA, certain portions of
this study. The Postmaster General's Department had been
enthusiastic and had given approval for the company to prepare
a study of the economic feasibility of the proposed project.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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According to Mr. Beuf, GE has suggested it could supply a"shelf" communications satellite and arrange for its launch-ing and stationing over Australia from Cape Kennedy. TheGE Company also could provide suitable ground receiving stationdalthough this was within the capability of the PostmasterGeneral's Department and probably could be accomplished bythat agency. Initial estimates of cost were in the neighbor-hood of A$50 million which GE felt could easily be absorbedwithin the PMGss budget over a period of several years.
Although the satellite would be used primarily for civilcommunications, it also could be utilized by the AustralianDefence Department for internal communications. The PMG'sDepartment had expressed hope that, if the project went for-ward, Defence would be willing to pay part of the cost.Mr. Beuf said that GE was attempting to discourage Australianhopes that such a satellite might also be used for meteorologi-cal studies and earth resources evaluation.

Mr. Beuf agreed to keep the Embassy and the Department of Stateinformed of further developments.

Dept of State
CC: NASA Mr. Hunter

DATT Col. Newman
POL Mr. Martin
CRU

Amconsul MELBOURNE, SYDNEY
USUN New York

ECON:FAMau:sm

Clearance:
ECON:AVNyren (in draft)
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SUBJ! INTELsAT1 SCRANTON CONVERsATIONS WITH GERM -AN! OFFIC!ALs
10 GOVERNOR SCRANTON Ai4D MR. HAGER, ACCOmpANIED 6Y ECONOMICMINISTER WEIsS AND TRC OFFICER COW), DISCuSSED IOELSATNEGOTInIONS WITH - AMASSAD0R NORTHE AND miNISTFRiAL DIRECTORFRANK Or THE FONOFF/ AS WELL AS OTHER OFFICIALS,ON Mhy PioTHIS REPORT SUMMAIZES THE POSITIONS TAKEN BY EACH' SIDE,mOST OF THL: DIc.lCuSSION REVoLVED AROUND THE STRUCTURE OF THEORGANIZATION AND USE OF REGIONAL SATELLITES, CERTAIN DIFFER.,ENCES WERE PINPOITED AND ARE POINTED OUT IN THE FINALPARAGRAnHi
Po SCRATON EXPLAIWID THOr SINCE THE END OF THE FIRSTSESSION, THE US .11!D THT!OHCrLY REVIEWED ITS PO::31TiON ONALL OUZSTIONS AT ISSUE HE WAS NOW UNDERSTAKING 6ISCUSSIONSWITH T1 t-. PRINCIPAL EWZOPrAN PARTNERS IN THF INTEREST OFMOVIHG TOWARD SOLID ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE PREPARATORYCOMITifE mLETING

CTU 7-ZP 11.iE GERMANS STRESED . THAT'•: INi'ENATIONALTECHNIcAL
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ORGANI.ZATIONS THE ORGANIZATION SHOULD BE SUBJECT TO PERIODIC
REV .IFWG DECIFJONs REGA.RDING SERvICES IN NEW FI.EL6S!SHDULD
BE LEF. T UP TO THE GOVERNING BODYc DECISI.ON OF. ALLITYpES
IN THE GOVERNING BODY SHOULD BE ARRIVED AT BY CONSENSUS,
AS HAS BEEN THE PRACTICE IN 1HE !CSC, AS FAR AS POSSIBLE.
TO AVOID UNDUE VETO POWER/ A DECISION SHOULD DEPEND UPON
AGREEMENT OF AT LEAST FOUR,MEmBERS WHO HOLD AN AGREED
MINIMUM PERCENTAGL OF THF VOTING POWER.

40 THE GERMANS INS! SILO UPON AN EVENTUAL:. INTERNATIONALIZA-
TION Or THE MANAG t:MFNT GO!:Iv.e. ALTHOUGH THEy HELD THAT cOMSAT
IS NEEDFD FOR THE TIm[: G!':1NG: PARTICULXPLy TO CARRY INTELsA 
IV THROUGH JT WOULD TrmE TO BE ABLE TO TAKE OVER;
:OR EFr.EcTIVELY CONTRCM, rOMSAT's TEcHNiCAL CAPABiLUTY,
ALTHOUGH THIS NEEDED TO E DONE )N ORDER TO SEPARATE . US

111 REPRFSFNitTION FROM m.ANAGERIAL FUN -cTIONS AND TO STIMULATE
EUROPEAN CONFIDENCES IN (1ENERAL IN INTEL SAT. AT THE EARLIEST
POSSIBLE TIME, EVEN ON AN INTERIM BASIS/ A DIRECTOR GENERAL
SHOULD OF CAREFULLY SELECTED AND INSTALLED WHO WoULD BE
RESPONSIBLE TO THE GOVERNING BODY AND WOULD SUPERVISE
cow:ATp WHICH WOUD BE UNDER CONTRAcTe THE DG WITH A STAFFWOULD ImMFDIATELY TAE OVER LEGAL, FINANCIAL, AND PUBLICRELATIONS FuNCTIONS FROM COMSAT, AS WELL: AS RELATIONS WITHOTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGAIZATIONS0 A TECHNICAL STAFF,SHOULD ALSO BE INCLUDED TO BEGIN SUPERvISION OF THE OPERA.TIONALp PROCUREMENT AND PLANNING FUNCTIONS LEFT I\L CO1SATHANDS THE SELECTION OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL WOULD BEMOST IMPORTANT SINCE HE WOULD SHAPE THE PERMANENi ORGANIZA-TION TO A GREAT DEGREE, WOULD COORDINATE THE INTEREST OF
THE MEMBERS, THE ORGANIZATION AS A WHOLE, AND COr:ISAT, AND
WOULD INITIATE AND SU7[RvISE INTELSATIs MOVES INTO, FIELDq
OTHER THAN POINT407POINT COMMUNICATIONS THE GERMANS
WOULD SUPPORT THE CHOICE OF AN AMEPICAN AND HIS
LOCATION IN THE OF3

•

5. SCRANTON EMPHASIZI:D 11AT THE US DOES No1 WISH TO DOMINATEINrELAT AS SOME fOJTONS SuPrOSEf IN FXCT, THE TREND IS
OIHERWIsE, IN WORK INC OUT THE RESULTS OF DIFFERENT PROPOSALSFOR TI.17: GOVEnING BODY.: THL MEMBERSHIP OP THE 6- Y COES
OUT VrRY SIMILA, IN .)!...ATING 1 TTYIJ: SlSTANTIAt PROBLEM IN

fl.Tf: TL: ' TH HUIIMITED PDTEOIALs OF THE USE
E7LE::/\1, INTFTS

•
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WHICH WOULD HI.NDER ITS DEVELOPMENT. THE MANAGEMENT BODY
COULD BEcOmE MORE INTERNATIONAL', INcLuDTNG AN EARL V SHIFT
IN ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS0.BUT THE TECHNICAL AD OPERATIONA
FUNCTIONS SHOULD BE LEFT IN COMSAT HANDS FOR A DEFJNITEPERIOD WITHOUT ANY pRECOYCEIVED SCHEDULE oF HANDOVER TO AN
INTERNATIONALIZED BODY. A DEEINTE PERIOD OF COMsXT'REsPONGIv
BILITY WOULD BE NECESSARY TO RETAIN THE HIGHLY QUALIFIED
PERSONNEL WHO HAVE MADE ITS WORK 'A RESOUNDING SuCESS SOFAR. THE US IS AriAINST TNSERTING A DG BETWEEN GOVERNING
AND MANAGING BODIES. SINCE THIS SEEMS BASED ON A TTERN
OF OTHER ORGANIZAtIONS WHIcH W0uLD NOT NECESSARILY FIT
INTELSAT. INTELSAT sHTAI.D REMAIN FLEXIBLE IN ,ORDER i TOADJUST 10 NEW RESPONSIMLITIES IN NEW FIE1_DS0

6. REGARDING A. EUROPEAN REGTONAL SATELLITE, THE GERMANS

!II VIEwED THIS pROJrCY AS A STEP TOWARD U0EyING EUROPE: AND
AS A MEANS OF C -ATHING UP TECHNOLOGICALLY WITH TF70 US.
THEY STRESSED THE LONG TERM BENEFITS OF TRUE COmETITION
WITH THF. US IN fHI. E. AS IN OTHER F.IIELDS. THEY STRESSED THAT
REG!014AL SATELLITES SHOULD NOT BE UNDER THE CONTROL OF
INTELSAT BUT SHOULD 9E THE RESULT OF CONSULTATION IN; ORDER
TO ASSURE THEP TIZCHNICAL AND ECONOMI C CoNSISTEt-qCY WITH
THE GLO3AL SYSTEM f CONTROL BY INTELSAT WOULD SCARE OF
SOME EUROPEAN PARTNERS FROM A REGIONAL;PROJECT AND THuS
HINDER ON PREVENT EUROPEANDEVELOPMENT'. THE GERMANS VjEWED
A REGIONAL EUROPEAN COMMUNICATIONS SYS:rEm AS A FOTURE DOMESTIC
EUROPEAN SYSIEM; THAT IS, AS A sTEP TOWARD EVENTUAL POLITICALINTEGRATION. THEY HELDTHAT THE ERUOPE -AN GROUP WOULD AVOID
CARRYING THROUGH A PROJECi"'INCOmPATIBLE WITH iNT'FLSAT UNDER
ANY CONDITIONS, -0-4D THAT IT WOULD BE TO EVE6'ONEIS! ADVANTAGE
TO REMOvZ7 THE POTENTIAL CONFLICT CAUSED By iNTELAT CONTROL.
THE OBJECTIVE SHOULD K.: TO MAKE INTELSXT MEMBERSHIP ATTRACTIVETO ALL. WIDE MEMERSH AND ATTRACTIVE OPEPATTNG CONDITIONS
WOULD 'ENCOURE SUPPORT rOR A BROADENING OF
INTELSAT,S ACTIVInt:_so

7. THE GERMANS STATED THAT RECENTLY THE FRENCH SEEMED TOSACK OFF FROM THEIR IDEA OF INCLUDING QUEBEC IN COVERAGEBY Tir:E. syPHONIE SATF_LLITE, BUT THEY WERE STILL INTERESTEDIN )Ic,!, AND TU: CA;ZIEAN AREA°  THE GERY,ANS WI SHED TO0 .--- FRE!'CP ;*Th• 1J C') A TRULY EU:10PEAN )A It
Crr' EN!.;,RGING 'i1LATERXLICOOPERA-
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TION TO EUROPEAN COOPERATION IN SPACE. THEY FELT THATPROGRESs IN INTEU3AT WOULD BE A MAJOR STEP TOAR6 THIROESI.RLD "CHARTE OF THE EUROPEAN SPACE ORGAFN1'IZATIONP!.NEVERTHELL2SS, IN ORDER TO GET FRENCH COOPERATION, IT' MAYtlE NECESSARY TO AGREE TO INCLUSION OF NORTH AFRIA IN THEREGIONAL DEFINITION. THEY STRESSED THAT THE US SHOULD BEFLEXIBLE IN THIS AREA IN SUPPORT OF EUROPEAN UNITY.
80 SCRANTON ASSURED THE GERMANS OF FULL: US SUPPORT OF THEOBJECTIvE OF EUROPEAN UNYTY SATELLITE COMmUNICATiONS ..HOW:\R,, SHOULD F' 0Th A T1MLY GLO3XL SYsTEM AND NOT .
BE . BROKEN INTO A fROLI:TATION. OF REGIONq. THE DEVELOPMENT OrINTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS SHOULD NOT RE INTERRUPTED
FOR THJ, POLICTICA 01,.: AN INDIVIDUAL COUW-FRY, SUCH AsFRANCE0
THE US COULD AGREE., N.' THELES: TO A REGIONAL SYSTEM110 IF ITS TECHNICAL AND ECONO;;IC CoMPATIOiLITY WITH INTELSATWLRE AsURIi'D THROUGH INTE1SAT CONTROL. •FESSENDEN
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SUBJECT: INTELSAY1 SCRANTON CONVERSATIONS WITH GERMAN OFFICIALf;

9. THE cUESTION OF LEGAL PERSONALITY WAS BRIEFLY DiSCUSSED.
SCRANTON STATED THAT OUR MAIN DIFFICUOY WAS THE LIIMIITATION
OF LIABILITY OFSIFD BY THE EUROPEAN AND LATIN COUNTRIES.
THIS WOULD CAUSE A SERIOUS DISADVANTAGE 'To COMSAT BECAUSE
OF US TAX LAWS. THE GERMANS INDICATED THEIR VIEW THAT
LIMITATION OF LIAilILITY WAS DESIRABLE,-(IN A SEP-ARATE
CONVERSTA ION THE FoLLnwiNG DAY, AMBASSADOR NORTHE TOLD
EMBOFF THAT HE WA NOT CLEAR AS TO THE.GFRM6N POSITION
RE LIMITATION OF CIARILITY BUT INTENDED To PIECK; HE FELT .
THAT SUCH.LImITATI.ON WAS CONSISTENT WP-IH LIABL.ITY RULES
NORMALLY ASSOCIATED WITH INCORPORATION (Ii.E.o/ .LEGAL!
PERSONALITY) AND CONSITENT VITH THE,GERHAN PREFERENCE
FOR INVESENT LO-IITATTON1
10P THERE WAS - LIT1LE OR NO sUBSTANTIAL.DISCU SlcA OF1 pROCuRE.
MENT POE ICY, VOTING RULES, ENTRY INTO FoRcrA OR OTHER SUBJECTS*
RE(3M-N'DIG PRocW;EMEN7; THE GERMANS WERE PLEASED wITH THE
REZIUL-fS OF THE 1CSC POE CV ENcnuRAGING THE LP,,',E Or NON.US

ALTDIJ HAD PREVIOULY EXPRESSED STRONG
OTj ISSU REVIEOED
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ABOVE SEEMED MORE BASIC FOR THE TIME BEING.

11. DR. FRANK CONCLUDED THE DIScUSSION WITH A SUmARY OF
GERMAN POLITICAL' INTEREST, HE SAID THAT THE INTELSAT'
NEGOTIATIONS ARE 'ESPECIALLY SIGNIFICANT AT THIS TIME; BECAUSE
OF THE PARTICULARPHASE OF EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENT iW wHicH
THEY OCcUR. AN EXAMPLE OFA SOUND RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
THE US AND EUROPE INTHIS FIELD WOULD AVOID THEIMPRESSION
THAT THFRE Is NO POsSIBCF BASIS OF EDUALITY BETWEEN THE
TWO CONTINENTS. 

-
:WERE 1f-1 NO ASsUf'ZANCE,. HE SAID, THAT A

EUROPEAN REGIONALSATI:LLIT w1CL, COME INTO bEJNG, BUT IT
SHOULD NOT BE HINDEED BY OBSTACLE PUT IN ITS PATH BY
INTELSAT°

12. THE NOTABLE POINTS OE DISAGREEMENT WHICH APPARENTLY
REMAIN AFTER THESE DISCW:JSIONI, ARE AS FOLLOwSt

Ao ESTABLISHMENT CD.' A MANAGERIAL ENTITY, THE SO.-CALLED
DIRECTOR GENERAL, BETWEEN THE GOVERNING BoDY AND . cOISAT.

B. CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE TURNOVER BY COMSAT OF ITS
TECHNICAL AND - OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS TO AN INTERNATIONAL
MANAGING BODY.

C• VOTING AND VETO RIGHTS 0E:- THE us.
Dv WHETHER INTEL SAT SHALL 'HAVE DETERmINING DR:CONSULTATIVE

POWERS CONCERNING A REGIONAL SATELLITE PROJECT,
Eo LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AS AN ELEmEf\ri OF LEGAL

PERSONALITY°  FESsENDEN
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MADRID 1g47: PARIS 6949 ROME 2920 NOTAL

SUBJECT: SCRANTON VISIT°

1* AFTER CONSIDERATION ALL REFTELS AND OTHER FACTORS, INCLUD-
ING WHITE HOUSE VIEWS, SCHEDULE AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTION
POSTS ARE REVISED AS roLLoNs.

20 ACTION POSTS SHOULD SEEK APPOINTMENTS RESPECTIVELY WITH
IBR_ANDT, STEWART, CASTIELLA, RUMOR CoUVE DE MURVILLE
AN() DEBRE_Pr4-DERSTAND DIFFICULTY GIVEN FRENCH ELECTION BUT
SCRANTON PERSONALLY KNOWN TO COUVE DE MURVILLE)(

3. ITINERARY:

MAY 19 LEAVE NEW YORK VIA PAA 72 AT 1900

411MAY 20 ARRIVE FRANKFURT AT 0730 (PLEASE MEET WITH CAR
AT AIR;')ORT). FESSENDEN INVITATION ACCEPTED. CONFIRM
RESERVATIONS MAY e.0-21 HOTEL DRwESFN. (SCRANTON WOULD SEE
BRANDT AFTERNOON MAY 20 OR ANY TIME MAY 21 - PERSONALLY KNOWN
TO BRANDT0) MR. HAGER LEAVES NEW YORK VIA PAA Ino AT 1000:
ARRIVES FRANKFURT AT 2345 (PLEASE MEET WITH CAR1.

MAY 21 MEET WITH GERMAN OFFICIALS' WORKING LUNCHEON
ACCEPTED - NO RECIPROCAL DINNER DESIRED.

MAY 22 LEAVE COLOGNE VIA LUFTHANSA 232 AT 1255*
ARRIVE LONDON AT 1410.
RESERVATIONS CONFIRMED DORCHESTER °  MEETING WITH FOREIGN
MINISTER REQUESTED AT ANY TIME MAY 22-24. CLEVELAND WORKING
LUNCH ACCEPTED*

MAY 23 MEET WITH P,RITISH OF_FICIALS.

MAY 24 FREE*

MAY 25 LEAVE LONDON VIA PAA 101 AT 11000
ARRIVE NEW YORK AT 1340.

JUNE 1

411 JUNE 2

LEAVE NEW YORK VIA TWA 934 Al 1945*

ARRIVE MADRID AT 074n.

LlmITED OFFICIAL ySE
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MEET WITH SPANISH OFFICIALS PREFERABLY IN THE MORNING°
PLEASE COMPLETE HOTEL. RESERVATIONS AS REOUESTED.

JUNE 3 LEAVE MADRID VIA TWA 904 AT . 08300
ARRIVE ROME AT 1130.
WORKING LUNCHEON WITH ALESSANDRINI JUNE 3 ACCEPTABLE. OE"
SIRE EVENING FREE. RESERVATIONS EXCELSIOR CONFIRMED JUNE 30

JUNE 40 LEAVE ROME VIA AIR FRANCE 633 AT 1130.
ARRIVE PARIS AT 1215.
MEETINGS FRENCH OFFICIALS JUNE 4 AND 5. PREFER TO KEEP JUNE
5 EVENING FREE FOR POSSIB.,.ITY THAT A.F.K. HARTOOH OF DUTCH
FOREIGN OINISTRY WILL BE IN PARIS TO SEE SCRANTON AT THAT
TIME.
HOTEL RESERVATIONS FOR SCRANTONS REQUESTED AT PLAZA ATHENEE
DOUBLE W/TWIN BEDS AND -6ATH AT REAR OF HOTEL AND SINGLE WITH
BATH FOR HAGERe

JUNE 6 LEAVE PARIS VIA TWA 805 AT 1000.
ARRIVE NEW YORK AT 1300.

5. OFFICIALS ADD ITONAL TO THOSE NAMED IN STATE 73795
WHOM WE BELIEVE IT WOULD BE USEFULFOR SCRANTON TO SEE IN—
CLUDE FRANK AND 6RuNNER (BONN); C. JAMES GILL (LONDON )t NIG-
LIUOLO AND TELESPAZIO OFFICIALS RODINO AND FANTI (ROME)!
NATIONAL TELEPHONE COMPANY OFFICIALS REBOLLO AND BARRER()
AND ELORZA (MARQUES DE NERVA) FOREIGN MINISTRY (MADRID),
AND GUENA (PARIS). RICHARDSON

LIMITED F0—c, ICIAL USEti 
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WashIncton, D.C. 20520

May 28, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR : Governor Scranton

SUBJECT Conversations with British Officials
re INTELSAT on May 22 and 23, 1969.

Governor Scranton, Minister Stanley Cleveland and
I met at the Foreign and Commonwealth Office on the after-
noon of Thursday, May 22, 1969 with The Honorable
Frederick Mulley, M.P., Minister of State for Foreign
and Commonwealth Affairs and Assistant Under Secretary
of State, John E. Killick. Governor Scranton explained
in very general terms our position on governance, the
Manager and the regional systems. He stressed the
importance of maintaining the integrity and continuing
the technological development of the global satellite
system and keeping the arrangements as free as possible
from the possibility of political interference. Mr. Mulley
indicated agreement of the United Kingdom with these objec-
tives, but stressed the necessity of cooperation by the
United Kingdom with the Europeans because of the renewed
possibility of the negotiations for entry into the Common
Market.

There was complete agreement on moving ahead at the
Preparatory Committee meeting into discussion of the major
problems and ironing out same.

Governor Scranton, Minister Cleveland I met at the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office on the morning of Friday,
May 23, 1969 with John E. Killick and another officer of
the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and C. James Gill,
Director, External Telecommunications Executive. The
following subjects were discussed:

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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1. Procurement.

Mr. Killick stated that the United Kingdom and
the Europeans felt that increased procurement from sources
in their countries would reduce the growing technological
gap, and that increased procurement was therefore impor-
tant to them for psychological and political reasons.
Mr. Gill stated that the present procurement arrangements
were based on good will, rather than on any provisions in
the agreements. They wanted a continuation of the reason-
able interpretation which had obtained in the past. COMSAT
had developed a reasonably liberal attitude over the years,
and as a result some 277 of the INTELSAT IV procurement was
coming from outside the United States, at some extra cost.
It was important that alternative sources of supply be
developed. Procurement outside of the United States must
be intrinsically cheaper because of lower labor rates.
What made it more costly at the present time was the cost
of integration into the principal contracts and the lack
of technological know-how, which latter should be overcome
in time.

Mr. Gill stated that the real problem with procurement
would be in the distribution of voting power in the Govern-
ing Body, where procurement would be determined. There
would have to be a sound Governing Board in which the
Europeans had confidence, and a sound understanding regard-
ing a liberal procurement policy on the part of the Governing
Board. Mr. Killick added that solid assurances would be
required on procurement policy. Mr. Gill said that they
would be content with an Article 10 type of provision, plus
the knowledge that the arrangements in the Governing Board
would make a reasonable course possible, plus a solid
understanding. Mr. Killick stated that they could not give
their industry people the feeling the government was selling
them out, and mentioned the feeling the Europeans had that
the technological gap was widening and that something must
be done now or it would be too late.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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2. The Manager.

Mr. Killick stated that the internationalization
of the Manager was basically a European problem. He said
that COMSAT had made places available for non-U.S. employees
but this had been more in the nature of an act of charity
rather than an act of justice, and the Europeans were not
happy about it. Mr. Gill said that there was a general
belief that there was bias in COMSAT against non-U.S.
personnel, although he did not share that belief.
Mr. Killick stated that the basic objective of the United
Kingdom was a "sanitization" of the Manager, meaning a
separation of the functions of COMSAT as U.S. Representa-
tive and as Manager, and more internationalization of the
composition of the Manager. The legal personality pro-
posal was another facet of this objective, which helped
optically. They wanted a Director General, not a Secre-
tariat. Mr. Gill stated that he saw no difficulties with
the transfer of the COMSAT functions to the Director
General. Certain functions could easily be transferred
at the outset, such as public relations, administration,
finance and legal. It should be possible to transfer
operations within about two and one-half years. In the
meantime, it could be under contract to COMSAT. In this
connection he mentioned the operational expertise of the
U.K. Post Office. The transfer of technical design and
development would be very difficult. This would undoubtedly
have to be contracted for with COMSAT for some years to
come. However, there would have to be a plan for the
eventual transfer of these functions too. Non-U.S. persons
must be brought into COMSAT and into the Director General's
staff on a real basis as responsible employees with equitable
prospects for promotion. Mr. Killick added chat the insis-
tence by some INTELSAT members on some kind of time schedule
for the transfer derived from a lack of belief in the good
faith desire of the United States to internationalize the
INTELSAT operation.
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Mr. Killick stated that the Director General should
be the link between the Governing Board and the interna-
tional management. Functions should be transferred from
COMSAT to that management over a period of time. Mr. Gill
said that the Director General must be an outstanding man
with training and experience in all the necessary disci-
plines. He must be paid a salary commensurate with that
paid by COMSAT to its top management. He should be in
charge of planning. He should submit to the Governing
Board proposals for internationalization of the manage-
ment functions. He should be a true chief executive officer,
and he and his staff should play a "ginger group" role,
pushing internationalization. Governor Scranton pointed
to the danger of COMSAT's losing key personnel if its
future were to become uncertain. Mr. Gill thought this
could be solved by putting individuals or groups of
individuals under contract with the Director General.

3. Regional  Systems.

Governor Scranton outlined the problems of the
proposed French system and stated the United States'
position. Mr. Killick said that he did not believe
regional systems could be excluded, and he did not think
that it would be possible to give power to the Governing
Board to determine whether a regional system was compatible
economically. He also recommended that the definition of
a permissible regional system in terms of geographic com-
pactness be dropped, since it would not suit the purposes
of the Southeast Asians. It would also stir up the French.
Mr. Gill stated that as a practical matter, regional sys-
tems would not be able to compete with the global system,
and Mr. Killick agreed that the desire to provide for
regional systems in the definitive arrangements was primarily
political in character. Both Killick and Gill recommended
that the role of the Governing Board should be advisory
only, and not mandatory, especially as to economics. The
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matter of regional systems would have to be mentioned in
the definitive arrangements, and it should be handled
like domestic systems, with a requirement that the parti-
cipating states consult with the Governing Body. Mr. Gill
stated that on the technical side, the ITU should exercise
its regulatory powers. Mr. Killick stated that he did
not believe that the United Kingdom could agree to fore-
close the options of the Europeans or Southeast Asians
to set up regional systems.

4. Governing_ Body.

Mr. Killick agreed that the Governing Body should
be small. He was not in favor of the U.S. proposal to
give a member to any five countries who could agree upon
a representative, because this created a problem of
unwieldy size. The United Kingdom did agree on the formula
to relating the weighted vote to usage, but he did not
believe that all the Europeans agreed with this. The
United Kingdom was in favor of a weak Assembly and felt
that the definitive arrangements should have a specific
provision to the effect that all residual powers, that
is powers not specifically granted to the Assembly, should
reside in the Governing Body.

5. Tactics.

Mr. Killick thought it important that the
United States give some indication in the corridors of
movement toward internationalization of the Manager.
Tactically he recommended proceeding with the matter of
governance first; meanwhile the United States could
indicate its general aims with respect to management in
side conversations. In that way it might be possible
to stave off an unacceptable proposal, presented, for
instance, through the Swedish delegation as a stalking
horse.

Eric Hager
Distribution:

Policy Group.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Governor Scranton

SUBJECT: Discussions with German Officials re INTELSAT
on May 21, 1969

The following is a brief summary of the German position
on the various subjects in the memorandum which was prepared
in connection with our conference with the Germans.

1. Scope of Activities. There was very little discus-
sion on this subject. The Germans felt that specialized
services could be important in the future and wanted INTELSAT
to have the authority to furnish them.

2. Membership. The Germans felt that the consensus
at the Conference was that membership would be confined to
members of the ITU.

3. Legal Form. I do not recall any objc?.ction being
raised to our approach. Specifically, I do not recall the
Germans taking the position that limitation of liability was
necessary.

4. Assembly. The Germans were definitely in favor of
an Assembly with very limited powers and functions.

5. Governing Board. The Germans were in favor of a
strong Governing Board. There were indications that they
are interested in strengthening their own position in the
Governing Board. Ambassador Northe stated that the Germans
were in favor of a voting requirement that the vote of at
least four members of the Governing Board be required in
order to carry a measure. There was no objection to our
proposal that no single member could alone veto a decision
favored by all others.
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6. Management question. There was extensive discussion
on this subject. The Germans were in favor of having a
Director General who would be under the Governing Board and
to whom the Manager would report. The Director General would
enter into Che contract with the Manager on behalf of INTELSAT.
He would have a small staff at the outset, including some
technical staff members. The function of the technical
staff would be to review the performance of COMSAT and to
make recommendations with respect to alternative possibilities
as Manager. It would be important to have the Director
General and initial staff appointed and operating as soon as
possible after the Conference, even before the new agreement
entered into force. Certain COMSAT functions, such as admin-
istration, public relations, legal and financial, would be
transferred to the Director General and his staff at an early
stage. In the long run, all functions would be transferred.
The staff would number about 120 when the final transition
took place. There was an indication that the Germans would
not be averse to having the performance and recommendations of
COMSAT evaluated by some outside agency or consulting firm,
much as was done in Germany in evaluating the performance of
companies which had contracts with the government.

Governor Scranton made it clear that we were against
any form of phased transition, on the ground that it was not
practical. We were also against having the international
secretariat interposed between COMSAT and the Governing
Board, and believed that COMSAT should continue to report
directly to the Governing Board. We did not, however, insist
that COMSAT must be the Manager forever, and would be
agreeable to a specific period of years, seven to ten, for
example. In that connection, the Germans at one point mentioned
a five-year period.

7. Financial Arraagements. There was no discussion of
this subject.

8. Regional Systems. We made our position clear that
we were willing to have an authorization to members to set
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up regional systems, provided that the Governing Board
determined that the regional system was compatible both
technically and economically with the INTELSAT system. We
also assured them that we did not believe that a strictly
Western European regional system would be incompatible either
technically or economically, but this assurance did not
extend to a regional system which went further and took in
North Africa. The Germans stated that they felt that there
should be consultation on technical and economic compatibility,
rather than a requirement of a determination by the Governing
Board.

The Germans stated that conversations which they had had
about two weeks earlier with the French led them to believe
that the French were abandoning the idea of having their
proposed regional system include French Canada. The Germans
stated that they felt they must cooperate with the French in
their proposed regional system. There were indications that
the Germans might use their influence to try to persuade the
French to abandon Martinique, Guadalupe and Central Africa
but not North Africa.

9. Obligations of Members. On this point, the Germans
made it clear that they were against having members of INTELSAT
participate in the Soviet system. For this reason, they
were anxious to have definitive arrangements entered into as
rapidly as possible.

10. Procurement. The Germans are in favor of having
the same provisions as those presently contained in Che
Interim Agreement.

In addition to the above topics, the Germans raised
three more points:

11. Entry into Force. The Germans are in favor of having
the definitive agreement provide that it will come into force
as soon as two-thirds of the members of INTELSAT have agreed
to it.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 
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12. Patents. The Germans would like to have a provision
that members are free to use patents outside of INTELSAT
without permission from INTELSAT.

13. Revision of Definitive Arrangements. The Germans
indicated that they might be in favor of some kind of pro-
vision for reopening and revising the definitive agreement
after a specified period of years.

Distribution:

Policy Group.

Eric Hager
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Viii-Y,--/VS FROM THE TWENTIETH CENTURY FUND
EAST 70 STREET NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10 0 2 1 Telephone LEHIG 5 4 4 4 1

HOLD FOR RELEASE
AM's MONDAY, MAY 26, 1969

Contact: Cordon L. Weil
(212) 535-4441
(516) 796-6686

FUND TASK FORCE ON INTERNATIONAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

The establishment of a Task Force on International Satellite Communi-

cations that will make recommendations on control, management and uses of orbital

transmission stations was announced today by the Twentieth Century Fund.

The Fund's Task Force, composed of seven experts on economics, law,

public policy and technology of satellite communications, assemblpd for the first

time at Fund headquarters for a two-day meeting. It is one of several problem-

solving groups the research foundation is assembling to cope with critical public

issues.

In establishing this new Task Force, the Fund noted that an international

agreement would soon have to be reached governing satellite communications.

Only one international communications satellite system is now in oper-.

ation. It is the global system instituted by the Internati—,

Satellite Consortium (Intelsat), which consists of 68 nations. Agreement is now

being sought in the Intelsat framework on a permament international satellite

communications system to replace the interim arrangement adopted five years ago.

After holding a series of meetings in the next two months, the Task

Force will publish its report and recommendations this summer together with a

more...more...

HE TWENTIETH CENTURY FUND, a philanthropic foundation for research and public education on current
conomiC and social questions, was founded in 1919 and endowed by Edward A. Pilule. The Fund's income is administered as
public trust by a Board of Trustees and is devoted pritnnrily to Ow FtnuP8 own research activitieq.



background paper by Paul L. Laskin, a communications consultant, who will also•

serve as its rapporteur.

The members of the Task Force on International Satellite Communications

are:

Professor Harold Jacobson, chairman
University of Michigan

Professor Abram Chayes
Harvard Law School, former State Department Legal Advisor

Mr. Jean d'Arcy
Director, Radio and Visual Services Division, United Nations

Professor Donald A. Dunn
Stanford University, an expert on long-haul communications

Mr. Leland L. Johnson
RAND Corp., former research analyst of the federal government task
force on communications policy

Mr. Lionel Kestenbaum
Lawyer, Washington, D. C., formerly of the Justice Department

Professor Edward McWhinney
Director, McGill University Space Law Center

fqt#



Ambassador Scranton May 15, k969

Subject: Trends In Satellite Communications
Technology

The attached rough draft reflects the progress
wit have made to date preparing the staff
paper. Although this paper is incomplete, a
summary of the paper is contained in Chapter VI
of the White Paper which I ani sending to you
today under separate cover. I expect to have
this iong-range forecast staff paper completed
by the first of June.

Enc

D. O'Connell

d'anv216
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IF

PROLOGUE
*

* Exciting things are happening today to the technology of

* you can call it a revolution

A COMMUNICATIONS REVOLUTION

* It began in the world of solid-state physics and suddenly it

is surging ahead in many new directions at once. Three arc

* of particular importance. First, transistors and integrated

circuits are giving us a communications capability that would
-x-

* have been unthinkable even a few years ago. Second, lasers,

* satellites, and millimeter waveguides are offering us a commu- *

transporting information. When you put them all together

-X-

nications capacity that far outruns any of our foreseeable needs

for it. And fLaLLEI that unexpectedly fertile combination of

communications and computer technology is promising to bring

a new richness to communication -- even face-to-face commu-

nication. So widespread are the effects of these new communi-

cations resources that the future of communication is chiefly

limited by the way in which society chooses to use its new

technology. 1

* 4= * 4= * 4= 4= * 4= 4= * 4= 4= 4= * 4= 4= 4= 4= 4= 4= * 4= * 4= 4= * * 4= 4= *

See article by
1
Charles J. Lynch, Science & Technology, April 1968,.p. 14.
Emphasis added.

-x-
-X-
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INTRODUCTION 

The deployment of the Global System by INTELSAT has

progressed steadily since the initial operations began in June

1965. The growth of the Consortium was brought about by sub-

stantial investments by members, based upon the members'

anticipated use of international telecommunications.

The initial market for international satellite communications

facilities consisted of requirements identified by international

telecommunications carriers who desired to augment their terrestrial

plant capability. In addition, in 1965 the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration offered the Consortium the opportunity to furnish

leased services to support the APOLLO Manned Space Program. This

service requirement coupled with other important international tele-

communications requirements, both government and private, provided

an impetus for the early deployment of the Global System.

The deployment of the INTELSAT system is based on employing

a minimum number of high performance geostationary communications

satellites located in orbit to provide essentially global coverage. The

specific configuration of the Global System is achieved by placing the

individual satellites in a stationary position relative to the earth
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at 1 ongitudinal locations above the equator so as to optimize the

the coverage in (a) the Atlantic Ocean basin (13) the Pacific Ocean

basin and (c) in the future, the Indian Ocean basin.

A system with this coverage and operational features extends

the availability of the satellites to a maximum number of nations.

Technical control of the satellites comprising the INTELSAT space

segment, and positioning and monitoring of satellite status are

accomplished by means of a number of earth stations comprising a

system control network. A progress chart for satellite cormnuni-

cations,in general, and the

in Figure 

INTELSAT system in particular, is shown

THE SPACE SEGMENT 

Three series of satellites have been used in the LNTELSAT

system to date: INTELSAT I (Early Bird), INTELSAT II, and

INTELSAT III. A fourth series of satellites, INTELSAT IV, is

scheduled for deployment beginning in 1971.

INTELSAT I (EARLY BIRD)

The first INTELSAT satellite, generally known as

"Early Bird' was launched from Cape Kennedy on

April 6, 1965. This satellite provided regular commercial

service between North America and Western Europe from
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June 28, 1965 until it was phased out of service on

January 18,1969. "Early Bird" has a capacity of

240 voice circuits and antenna coverage limited to the

northern hemisphere only.

- INTELSAT II Series Satellites 

The first successful launch and orbit of an INTELSAT II

series satellite was accomplished on January 11, 1967, less

than two years after the INTELSAT I launch. Two additional

INTELSAT II satellites were successfully launched and placed

into commercial service during 1967. These launches took

place on March 22, 1967. One of the INTELSAT H satellites

(F-3), positioned over the Atlantic Ocean, provided commercial

service between North America, Latin America, Western

Europe, and Ascension and Grand Canary Islands until

January , 1969. This satellite is prescnt7 y being used

for NASA traffic between Andover, Maine and the Ascension

and Grand Canary Islands.

The other two INTELSAT II satellites are stationed over

the Pacific Ocean and have been used for commercial service

between the Western United States, Hawaii, Australia, Japan,

Philippines and Thailand. The on-board, statinn-keeping fuel

in F-2 is now exhausted, although the satellite is available
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as an in-orbit spare for limited service. The remaining

INTELSAT II satellite (F-4) is presently in stand-by status

but will be used to carry all NASA traffic in the Pacific region

•plus traffic between the U. S. mainland and Hawaii via the

Brewster Flat, Washington earth station. This operation is

expected to begin in July or August of this year after the

Brewster Flat station has been upgraded in performance.

Each of the INTELSAT II satellites provides capacity

for 240 two-way telephone circuits, with twice the geographical

coverage of Early Bird, and multiple-access capability for

simultaneous operation with more than two stations. Each

has a design life of three years.

-- INTELSAT III Series Satellites 

The first launch of an INTELSAT Ill series satellite on

September 18, 1968, failed because of a defect in an electrical

circuit.

The second INTELSAT III series satellite (F-2) was

successfully launched from Cape Kennedy on December 18, 1968

and stationed in a synchronous orbit over the Atlantic Ocean.

z



This satellite began commercial operation in January 1969

and is presently carrying all operational satellite traffic

between North America, South America and Western Europe.

The third INTELSAT III (F-3) was successfully launched

in February 5, 1969 and is positioned over the Pacific Ocean.

As of February 22, 1969 all commercial satellite traffic in the

Pacific Ocean area was being carried by this satellite. (As

mentioned earlier, INTELSAT H (F-4) will carry some of the

U. S. mainland-Hawaii traffic and all of the Pacific region

NASA traffic in July or August of this year).

Three additional INTELSAT III launches are now planned

during 1969. INTELSAT III (F-4) will be positioned over the

Pacific Ocean in late May (F-3 will be relocated over the

Indian Ocean), F-5 will be launched in late July and stationed

over the Atlantic Ocean, and F-6 is scheduled to be launched in

November and will serve as an in-orbit spare.

The satellite provides approximately 1,200 two-way

telephone circuits which is five times the capacity of the

INTELSAT II series satellites.
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- - INTELSAT IV Series Satellites

Following an evaluation of various contractors'

proposals for the high-capacity, advanced, INTELSAT IV

series satellites, the ICSC approved Hughes Aircraft

Company as the contractor. COMSAT, as Manager for

INTELSAT, awarded a contract to Hughes in October 1968,

at a total cost which, with incentives,could be approximately

$72 million for four flight spacecraft and one prototype.

Each of the satellites will, depending on antenna con-

figuration and area of earth to be covered, provide from

3, 000 to 10, 000 tr!lephone circuits over a seven-year design

lifetime. If the satellite's total capacity were used for tele-

vision transmission, it could transmit 12 channelssimultancously.

The INTELSAT IV's are intended for launch beginning in

1971 when the two INTELSAT III satellites planned for the

Atlantic Ocean are expected to be utilized close to design

capacity.

A feature of the INTELSAT IV will be its capability for

focusing power into beams directed at heavily populated areas

where communication needs are greatest, in particular between

North America and Western Europe. This will be made possible

by two steerable dish antennas on the satellite which can be

pointed at the desired regions of the aarth.
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Tracking, Telemetry and Command Stations

Overall operational control of the INTELSAT system

is accomplished by specialized stations which perform

tracking, telementry and command (TT&C) functions. These

stations track the individual satellites in the INTELSAT system,

receive telemetry data which indicates the performance and

status of the satellites, and transmit commands which control

the various on-board communications and position-keeping

equipment.

The TT&C stations, owned by entities in the nations where

they are located, provide services to INTELSAT under lease

or other appropriate arrangements. The TT&C stations, per-

forming their duties with smaller antenna than the large antennas

generally used in the provision of commercial service, are situated

at Fucino, Italy; Andover, Maine; Paurnalu, Hawaii and

Carnarvon, Australia.

THE GROUND SEGMENT

When commercial satellite communications began on June 20,

1965, there were only four stations providing service between

North America and Western Europe. These original earth stations,

were located at Andover, Maine; Goonbilly Downs, England;

Pleumeur-Bodou, France; and Raisting, West Germany.
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The number of earth statinns has steadily grown since 1965

as shown in Figure 4. As of May 1, 1969 there were 24

operational earth stations, comprising 21 standard antennas (85-105 foot

diameter) and three non-standard ones (42 ft.), in 15 nations, providing

service over the Atlantic and Pacific areas. Three shipboard stations

(30 ft.) operated by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

also were operating with the satellites.



TRENDS  IN SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY

A FORECAST OF THE 1970's 

INTRODUCTION 

The decade of the 1960's witnessed the fortuitous marriage

of communications-electronics and space technology. These

important developments created unique opportunities for exploiting

this new tcchnnolgy in practical applications of benefit to mankind.

The synchronous altitude, active repeater communications satellite

represents a spectacular technological breakthrough, and has seen

early employment in operational applications during the latter half

of the 1960's.

This chapter is intended to highlight theprincipal technological

innovations which contribute to communications satellite technique

and to project the trends of such technology.

Evolution of Space _and Communications-Electronics Technology

The decade of the Sixties saw the creation of sophisticated tech-

nological innovations which created practical apparatus for use in

the non-atmospheric realm of space. This flow of technological

building blocks for space involved a wide-ranging spectrum of

sCientific disciplines on a scale of unprecedented magnitude.



-- Space Technology 

The broad range of space technology which has been

developed by the United States is almost beyond comprehension. 
1

The booster and guidance technology developed in the

military rocket and missile efforts of the Fifties provided the

2
basic capability for placing useful payloads into earth orbit.

Further development was pursued in the Sixties to increase

the weight-carrying capabilities of boosters and to improve the

accuracy of guidance systems. Major contributions to the

growth of space technology have been made by innovations in

materials, turbo-machinery, miniaturized electronic components,

computers, sensors and intertial gyros, to mention only a few.

1
The vast extent of the technology by the nation under the National
Space Program can be appreciated by reviewing a recent encyclopedia
of space. See The McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Space, 1968.

2
An appreciation of .the extent of the technical contributions can be seen
in an article by: Schwiebert, Ernest C. , "USAF's Ballistic Missiles -
1954-1964, A Concise History, "Air Force & Space Digest, XXXXVII, "
(May, 1964), 51-176.



The basic grol.vth in spacc capability has been brought

about by the development of a wide range of launch vehicles.

These developments have enabled the nation to increase

greatly the weight of spacecraft that can be placed in earth

orbit.

Paralleling the growth in launch vehicl.e capability Itas

been the ability to develop more sophisticated spacecraft

both manned and unmanned having greater performance and

increased reliability. Electronics technology particuloarly has

provided the rricans for accomplishing more intricate maneuvers

in space and the means for thc transmission of more information

from the spacecraft to the global control network.

1Communictitions-Electronics Technology 

The spectacular pace of electronic technology since

World War II has produced a vast nurnber of practical

applications which have contributed to benefit society. The

growth of electronic technology was brought about by innovations

such as transistors, solid state devices, integrated circuitry,

hi-speed computers, color television, radar, portable radio-

telephone, etc. These achievements enabled equipment to be

This section is based, in part, on the highly informative series of
articles on the Communications Revolution which appeared in
Scicnce and Technology, April, 1968.
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used for more effective telecommunication, transportation and

the conduct of government and private enterprise.1 Communi-

cations-Electronics (C-E) technology has had an explosive growth

during the last quarter century and there are no indications of a

slowing of the pace in the foreseeable future. Broadly, these

achievements have provided devices and systems which furnish

improved performance at reduced cost and new types and classes

of services.

The invention of the transistor and subsequent solid state

phy§ics devices fabricated as integrated circuits have provided

the basic building blocks for the new and improved C-E systems

introduced in recent years. These fundamental breakthroughs have

provided the means whereby reduced size and weight components

can be realized while at the same time achieving more efficient

and increased performance. Future trends are indicated toward

greater use of circuits in the form of large scale integrated

circuits (LSI) and the use of solid state devices in high powered

amplifiers (transponders) at operating frequency in the five to ten

GHz range with improved efficiency.

The development of improved transmission systems by means

of cable (land and submarine), tropo and microwave radio and

satellites were in large measure realized by the availability of the

An appreciation of the impact of electronics on the nation can be
derived, in part, by a review of the annual report to Congress of the
Federal Communications Commission.



trends outlined above. Future trends in transmission systems can

be expected to benefit from the advances brought about by laser,

millimeter waveguide and satellite techniques.

The development of the electronic computer was another

significant advancement of the state of the art in communications-

electronics technology during the last quarter century. Future

trends in computer technology indicate smaller sized, increased

versatility and lower costs will continue to be realized in the next

decade.

General Trends in Satellite Communications Technology

-- Communications Satellite Ex•crirnents

The decade follo..ving the December 18, 1958 Project SCORE

success was a period of intensive activity in demonstrating the

feasibility of using space for telecommunications purposes.

Experiments in communications satellite technology prior to the

Act of 1962 involved SCORE, COURIER, RELAY 1 and TELSTAR I.

Subsequent experiments included RELAY II, TELSTAR II, SYNCOM II

and III, Applications Technology Satellite ATS-1 and ATS-3. 1

The principal technical breakthrough on which the practical

applications of communications satellites are presently based include

1
For a resume of the experiments conducted by NASA, see:
America in Space/The First Decade -- Putting Satellites to Work
by William R. Corliss, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
1 October 1968.



the following satellite building blocks:

-- Conversation of solar energy into power for operating

electronic equipment (VANGUARD I)

-- Active (microwave) repeater (TELSTAR, RELAY)

-- Stabilized platform (SYNCOM II)

-- Synchronous Altitude Geostationary orbit (SYNCOM III, ATS-1)

-- High Gain (DESPUN) Antenna (ATS-1 and 3)

The specific telecommunications experiments from the latest

NASA satellite ATS-3 include:

(a) Mechanically despun antenna

(b) VHF air-ground communications

(c) VHF electrically despun antenna

(d) SSB/PM multiple-access

(e) TDM multiple-access

- - Current Status1

The feasibility of placing large communication satellites in

synchronous altitude (geostationary) orbit has provided an

economical method of establishing systems with vast coverage.

The state of satellite communications technology at the close

of the 1960's can be characterized by the main features of three

geostationary satellites: (1) Applications Technology Satellite (ATS-3),

(805 pounds in orbit, mechanically despun antenna, VHF and "C"

band transponders); (2) INTELSAT III, (322 pounds in orbit,

1An excellent summary of the current status of satellite communications
technology appeared in Astronautics and Aeronautics, April 1968. Also
for a survey of space technology for practical applications see NASA's
document "A Survey of Space Applications" NASA SP-142, April 1967.



mechanically despun antenna, dual "C" band transponders 1200

duplex voice circuit capacity); and (3) the Department of Defense

Tactical Satellite Communications Project (TACSATCOM), (1600

pounds in orbit, high effective radiated power, mechancially

despun antenna and electronic platform).

The control of geostationary satellites is accomplished by

ground control to maintain stationkeeping and to effect repositioning.

An automatic stationkeeping experiment on Lincoln Experimental

Satellite (LES-6) has demonstrated the feasibility of such a technique.

Ground terminal technology at the close of the 1960's is embodied

in the commercial airline airborne terminals (VHF) used experi-

mentally with the ATS satellites, the standard 85-105 foot. earth

stations used operationally in the INTELSAT system, and the aircraft,

shipboard and small transportable earth stations used experimentally

with the TACSATCOM satellite.

-- Near-Term Future (1970-1975)

Pending experiments by NASA include the ATS-E, last of the

initial generation ATS series, and the second generation series ATS-F

& G. ATS-E is a satellite designed to be placed in a geostationary

orbit and employs gravity-gradient stabilization with mico- thrusters

for station keeping and will contain telecommunications experiments

for (a) UHF (L-Band) air to ground Communications,(b) four and six

GHz, (c) millimeter wave propagation experiment (15. 3 & 31. 65 GHz),



, and (d) SSB/PM multiple-access. Tentatively, the ATS-F

(1972 launch) will contain telecommunications experiments which

include:

(a) Deployment and pointing of large antenna (30 ft.)

(b) Television Broadcast

(c) Communications with many aircraft simultaneously, orbiting

spacecraft and small ground terminals

(d) Investigation of radio interference. 1

The next generation of satellites to be used in the INTELSAT Global

System, the INTELSAT IV series, represents significant growth in

capability. These large geostationary satellites will be launched by

the Atlas Centaur launch vehicle and with a apogee kick motor will

place more than pounds in orbit and will use preset "spot" beam

antennas, increased effective radiated power, larger channel capacity,

and increased design lifetime. The equipment fdr earth station

demand assignment and multiple access providing increased system

versatility will also be available when the first INTELSAT IV

satellite is launched initially in early 1971.

— Long-Term Future (1975 and on)

Forecasts of communications satellite capability in the mid and

latter half of the 1970's envision larger and heavier satellites having

multiple and steerable "spot" beam antennas, larger paraboloid

1
See NASA document for a description of the satellite communications
experiments that are planned for the ATS-F & G series.



antennas ( 30 foot and larger), automatic stationkeepirig, rapid

repositioning, efficient solid state high-powered transponders,

and a design lifetime of more than ten years. The use of millimeter

wave propagation (above 60 GHz) for satellite to satellite relay

may be operational by 1975, and the commercial use of frequencies

in the 15-40 GHz region of the spectrum between ground stations

and satellites may also become operational by 1975.

(Provide illustration of typical examples -- obtain ideas

from Contractors, Lincoln Laboratory, DCA and NASA)

(Cite ATT Filing and FCC on above GHz domestic system)

(See page C-95 cf DCA Report 1207)

There is a high probability that multiple purpose satellites will

be utilized in operational systems during the mid to late 1970's.

Examples of multiple purpose satellites include: (1) provide Inter-

national (transoceanic/intercontinental) Public Telecommunications

services and Domestic Public Telecommunications services; (2)

International (transoceanic/intercontinental) Public Telecommuni-

cations services and specialized (Aeronautical Mobile) International

Telecommunications services; (3) Aeronautical and Marine and land

mobile Domestic and International Telecommunications services.

(Illustrate typical example by a block diagram)



There is a high probability that the feasibility of electronic

switching capability in satellites will be demonstrated and find

operational utilization during the mid to late 1970 s.

There are other highly sophisticated techniques that may have

utility in further advancing the capability of communications

satellite systems such as on-board signal processing, satellite to

satellite relay and in-orbit use of nuclear energy for power soUices.

A broad range of various sized and capacity mobile and earth

stations is expected to be developed during the early 1970's and

to reach operational employment status by the mid 1970's.

(Tell about range of examples to include airborne, maritime,

and land mobile and small earth stations)

(Mutliple purpose terminals)

Overall system design considerations will become an increasingly

important aspect of future communications satellite system capability.

Central to this approach is the search for the optimum efficient

modulation scheme for the transmission media. The introduction of

digital techniques can be expected to occur in many system applications.

Also advanced techniques for multiple access of a large number of

earth stations through a single satellite can be expected to have wider

USC in operational networks.
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Finally, the use of frequencies above 10 GHz is expected to

become operational for system applications involving high density

traffic trunk links.

_..M111==MP

-- Summary

A high confidence can be assigned to the conclusion that there

will be a continued trend in the vigorous growth of satellite

communications technology during the next decade which will play

an ever increasing role in meeting the growing needs of society.

The predicted growth in the technology will provide expanded

dimensions of system performance capability and economy of

service and enable new classes of services to be implemented.

A projection of the principal characteristics of future communi-

cations satellite systems is shown in figure . In addition,

a summary of the forecast growth in satellite communications

technology is shown in figure , where the basic building

blocks are related time-wise to the expected system performance

of a single satellite. Finally, these examples of the future help to

illustrate the movement of telecommunications from an "era of

scarcity" to the "era of abundance" brought about by the large

capacity and more economic charges made possible by the growth

in technology.
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Future Applications of Satellite Communications
(A Forecast of the 1970-1985 Period)

Introduction 

The 1960's can be characterized as the exploratory and

development period for satellite communications where the

initial operational systems were implemented utilizing small

and medium sized satellites to satisfy traditional telecommuni-

cations needs. 'However, the growth in satellite communications

technology during the 1960s has broadened the base of potential

applications for extending the range of telecommunications service

which became economically feasible.

The 1970's promise to usher in the period of exploitation in

satellite communications which will see the era of abundance (in

the sense of available capacity) for telecommunications throughout

the world.

A general preview of the possibility of the future is contained

in the reports of the Summer Study on Space Applications conducted

by the National Academy of Sciences for NASA during 1967 and 1968. 1

A list of the informative reports is shown in Appendix
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Characteristics of Communications Satellite Systems 

Since the range of possible types of communications satellite

systems is expected to expand dramatically during the 19701s, it

is useful to try to charactekize communications satellite systems

as an aid in postulating future applications. This step involves

identifying the categories of telecommunications service and primary

features of the main elements of the system. The preparation of

such a road map will help to establish the broad concept of typical

applications. A composite listing of characteristics is slaown in

Chart

A summary report which highlights the results of the study is
contained in Summaries of Panel Reports of "Useful Applications
of Earth-Oriented Satellites."
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Potential. Commercial Communications Satellite_ Systems 
Applications Jc.A9tQ  (temo —1156)

By the mid-1970's communications satellites will probably

be used: (a) for domestic telecommunication purposes, (voice, TV,

record, computers, etc. ); and (b) for domestic and international.

navigation and traffic control purposes. By the latter half of the

1970's, advanced communications satellites will probably be used

for direct television broadcasts to augmented home receivers. Tele-

vision broadcasts to unaugmented home receivers is not presently

envisioned during the 1970's.

(Refer to figure for typical potential applications)



Near-Term Future (1970-1975)

-- INTELSAT Global System

(Introducing the INTELSAT IV)

(Potential added services)

- International Public

- Domestic Public

- Specialized (Aeronautical)

(Illustrate typical configuration, Page 26 and on. )

-- Make separate page for each example --



Long Term Future  (1975 ancl on)

-- Potential applications for the INTELSAT Global System

-- Other potential applications

-- Typical configuration of advanced technique applications

(Provide illustrations -- line diagrams, page 28)
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SUMMARY 

(Highlight vast potential for enhanced domestic and international

telecommunications services)

(Illustrate by a matrix the user needs/demands vs. technology

building blocks and broad range of applications as candidates

for the future)

USER NEEDS/DEMANDS

TECHNOLOGY

BUILDING

BLOCKS

Figure

System Configuration
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PROPOSED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF THE GLOBAL SYSTEM
(1975 - 1985)

INTRODUCTION 



• DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washincton, D.C. 20520

May 12, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR WORKING GROUP AND POLICY GROUP MEMBERS

SUBJECT: Distribution of papers

To assure that all persons involved in either
the Working Group or the Policy Group are receiving
copies of all documents submitted by the various
offices working on the INTELSAT Conference, please
use the attached list for distribution.

Should any office need-additional copies on
a regular basis or should there be any changes or
additions to this distribution list, please
inform all offices involved.

Distribution:

State

COMSAT

Mr. Loy
Mr. Miller
Mr. Doud
Mr. Allen
Mr. Barrett

Gen. McCormack
Mr. Donahue
Mr. Battle
Mr. Johnson
Mr. English

FCC Chairman Hyde
Mr. Ende

DTM Gen. 0
Mr. Clark
Mr. O'Malley
Col. 011son

White House Mr. Whitehead



May 12, 1969

DISTRIBUTION LIST FOR:

WORKING GROUP

Office of the Chairman, U.S. Delegation

State William K. Miller (4 copies)

COMSAT Thomas Donahue (4 copies)

FCC Asher Ende (4 copies)

DTM Ralph Clark (4 copies)

( 5 copies)

POLICY GROUP

Office of the Chairman, U.S. Delegation (5 copies)

State Frank Loy (2 copies)

FCC Chairman Rosel Hyde (2 copies)

COMSAT General James McCormack (2 copies)

DTM General James O'Connell (2 copies)

White House Thomas Whitehead
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Ad Hoc Interagency Working Group on
INTELSAT Preparatory Committee - - - .

Summary of Meeting, April 29, 3969

Participants:.

Chairman -

State -

ODTM

FCC -

7

ComSat -

Governor Scranton
Mr. Washburn
Mr. McCormack
Mr. Allen
Mr. Miller
Mr. Doyle
Mr. Doud
Mr. Clark
M. O'Malley
Col. Olsson
Mr. Strassburg
Mr. Geller
Mr. Ende
Mr. Greenburg
Mr. Johnson
Mr. Battle
Mr. Donahue
Mr. English

Governor Scranton reported that the April 17 summary
had been reviewed and approved in substance by the White
House. The only apparent major issue still requiring
resolution is the matter of tax consequences for ComSat
growing out of the legal personality question. Mr. Doud
stated that ComSat is preparing a request for a tax ruling
on the matter, which will be given to Treasury by Friday,
May 2. Treasury will present the question to IRS, which
should expedite a ruling. Mr. Doud said the time required
could range from 2 or 3 days to a maximum of 2 or 3 weeks.
Governor Scranton encouraged Mr. Doud and others concerned
to use all possible means to obtain early resolution. The
White House will help, if needed.

Governor Scranton asked for views on what parts of the
April 17 summary should be made known in any bilateral talks
which may be held and which parts, if any, might be reserved.
Mr. Miller suggested that all points listed be made known,
wf.th three specific reservations indicated in his memorandum

• "."
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of April 24 to Mr. Washburn. Mr. Ende, in general, took
the same line, indicating that the specific tactics of how
we make known the points should be considered in light of
timing, countries to be approached, and the substance of
the points to be conveyed. Mr. Johnson said he did not
think that our going-in and coming-out positions would vary
greatly but emphasized our need to understand fully the
details of each position. Governor Scranton requested all
present to give further thought to these considerations and
to meet again with Mr. Washburn to work out in detail what
we put forward and what we reserve.

It was the sense of the meeting that it would be useful
to annotate the draft agreements in Document 10 to identify
areas requiring change and, subsequently, to draft revised
articles. But that the Immediate priority should be the
fleshing out of the 10 points in the April 17th paper.

Mr. Johnson thought there were only four issues requiring
close attention: (1) the manager, (2) regional systems,
(3) legal personality, and (4) the veto in the Governing
ody. Governor Scranton asked for a complete set of position
papers on all issues covered in the April 17 summary. These
papers should be completed and circulated as soon as possible;
at the latest, Mr. Washburn should receive drafts of all
position papers by noon on May 5. Governor Scranton will
be in Washington May 6 and 7. He will meet with the Policy
Group at 2:00 P.M. on the 6th and the Working Group at 9:00 a.m.
on the 7th - to complete the work on U.S. positions. By
mid-May we should be ready for bilateral talks, if they
are to take place before the June 23 meeting.

Pinpointing trips to the following key capitals were
discussed: London, Bonn, Paris, Rome, Ottawa; Japan and
India are similarly important. The Latin Americans, it
was felt, could be covered in Washington.

. Governor Scranton confirmed the unanimous view that the
United States should not seek the chairmanship of the
Preparatory Committee. Messrs. Roca (Argentina), Valloton
(Switzerland) and Killick (UK) were discussed as possible
chairmen. Mr. Allen was asked to inquire whether Roca intends
to participate in the June 23 session. Mr. Johnson said

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 
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he understood that Mr. Valloton probably would not come,
but Mr. Killick is definitely planning to be here. It
was the sense of the meeting that the U.S. might provide
the chairman of the Drafting Committee, but a decision
on this question would be premature.

Governor Scranton asked for views on the make-up of
the Delegation, stating that he did not believe a large
U.S. participation would be necessary or appropriate.
There was general agreement on the need to shrink the
Delegation - possibly to two people from each entity:
State, ComSat, FCC and OTM, plus the Chairman and Deputy
Chairman.

E/TD:SEDoyle:sp

7
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washincton, D.C. 20520

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 

MEMORANDUM

TO: INTELSAT - Mr. Washburn

FROM: E/TD William K. Miller70. 7

SUBJECT: Comments on Mr. Donahue's Paper.

April 24, 1969

Following are my reactions to Tom Donahue's memo of
April 23, with letters and numbers keyed to his.

I do not think any of the auestions raised here need
answers that are not already available before we move.
forward, except the Legal Form question which is being
discussed with Treasury. Putting this in the affirmative,
I think we could talk to other countries on the basis of
the April 17 paper, with some minor editing, subject to -

(1) resolution of the legal form question,

(2) deletion of t_he asterisked notes, and

(3) decision on anything we want to hold back.

On the last point, the only things on which we would be
inclined to hold back aro -

(a) Item 5: Say no veto by any one member instead
of 2 or 3.

(b) Item 6: Use 7 years instead of 5. •

(c) Item 8: Advocate Governing 3oard determination
(implying veto) rather than consultation.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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A. Scone of Activities

1. The distinction made in the. April 17 paper
between "would" and "could" reflects the draft article
agreed in Working Group A of Committee I of the Conference
and the distinction between something the organization will
do, if it can, and something it is authorized to do and
can' decide to do or not do. The distinction is made
because the draft article makes it, and,-looking behind
that, our partners generally are not willing to commit
themselves as far on undescribed specialized purposes
as they are on carrying domestic traffic. The draft
article (Com. 1/84) seems to me to provide the basis of
agreement on this. Certainly the April 17 paper was
intended to reflect it, not to depart from it.

2. The starting presumption is that "INTELSAT-
financed" facilities for domestic and specialized services
would be financed like any other part of the INTELSAT-
financed space segment, As a practical matter, I think
we probably will have to agree to give signatories an
option not to participate in' such financing, both because
many of them are opposed to mandatory participation and
because this oppOsition would tend to mean that projects
would not be approved. I don't see that this makes a
great deal of difference since under the investment/use
_system the users will soon make the investment anyway.

Personally I think use of these (INTELSAT-
financed) facilities should be counted toward determination
of investment shares and voting power, but the policy
group decided otherwise on April 17; that was the purpose
of inserting "of the global system" in item 7. I do not
think the difference is important because I think it likely
that all or nearly all facilities for domestic and
specialized services will be financed in the first place.
by those wanting to use them, i.e., there will be few, if
any, INTELSAT-financed domestic Or specialized facilities.

3. Direct broadcasting would be authorized under
the draft article in Com. 1/84, and should be authorized.
I think we could accept some limitation on this authority,
though I'm not sure the issue will arise as a serious issue

LIMITED OFFICIAL  USE
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in the Conference, or, if it does, in what form. If
the draft article is accepted it will be up to the
Governing Body to decide when a proposal comes along.
I don't see under present circumstances what bargaining
point there is here - the issue seems largely settled
by the draft article.

4. I don't think we meant in Article VIII of
Doc. 10 to establish separate facilities for non-members
willy-nilly, and I see no commitment to launch. This
wording should bc studied, but there is nothing here to
hold us up now.

5. Certainly we are willing to accept "discrimination"
against. specialized services if letting the Governing
Body look at a specialized project and decide whether'
to do it is discrimination. How can we ask anyone to be
committed in advance to the unknown? Like some of the
other questions above, I think we dealt with this in
Working Group A of Committee I.

B. Membership and Access

"On an equitable basis" in the memorandum of
April 17 means primarily, as agreed in Working Group 3
of Committee III, that "the appropriate body, in
establishing space segment utilization charges for non-
members should take account of the fact that non-members
have not borne any of the risks and obligatioris of
membership" (Doc. 16, Appendix C). This implies a charge
accounting for risk as well as capital cost.

C. Legal  Form

We nee0to resolve as quickly as possible the questions
of the effects on ComSat's tax status of legal personality,
ownership, and limited liability in order to firm up
a position on this one. (This i$ the single issue I see
as most in need of resolution.)

D. Assembly

1. I do not have any strong view on this question,
though my leaning is to give the Assembly as much ai; we

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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can to make it seem worth something. In either case,
approval by governments should ultimately be required.

2. The last time the four-tier approach was discussed
(I think at the April 15 or 17 meeting) it was the
consensus that we wouldn't object to it, but it didn't
have much support and there was no use to base any
hopes on it.

E. Governing Body

1. The proposal in the April 17 paper is that we
accept a limitation on our negative voting power (no
veto), or, alternatively., require the vote of a certain
number of members of the Board, which would constitute
a limitation on our affirmative voting power. This
leaves unclear whether our proposal to accept not over
50% vote for one member would stand. I do not think the
answer is important and would go either way.

2. "Favored by all others" means all other members
of the Board as opposed to all Members present voting.
The objective is to alroid a decision by too small a group
as might be the case if there are some absJ:entions or
absences.

3. The G.B. is the Manager's boss, with a contract.
.(I'm not sure what else may be implied in this question.)

F. Management Question

1. The question asked here is part of the "trade-
offs" question you asked. My answer would be affirmative,
i.e. not to hold this as a trade-off.

2. Both Secretariat and Manager would report to the
Governing Board. Presumably they would work closely
together on many things. Specific responsibilities should
be developed further.

3. The Secretariat should be established as soon as
possible, with staff from member countries. I think
these questions should be left as much as possible to the
G.B., though the ICSC might he asked to do some ptoliminary
work.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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4. Answer should be developed.

5. Part of overall legal status question.

G. Financial  ArraL9ements

1. As indicated in A (2) above, the April 17 paper
means all global system traffic. This includes domestic
traffic on global system satellites, it excludes all
traffic on separate domestic or specialized satellites.
Effects of exclusion of certain types of traffic, in
my view, are to accentuate the tendency for excluded
traffic to be financed by the proposers rather than by
the organization as a whole.

2. Yes, past use, though there are forvlas
for exceptions that could be accepted.

3. I have no view, on borrowing authority and would
be interested in ComSat'S view.

4. Our draft (Article IX) would limit net
contributions to $300 million. I see no need for a
ceiling on the value of assets.

5. Committee III's Working Group recommended cost
of money plus 2%. This should be covered by the agreements
only in general terms, i.e. state the principle, not the
percent return, which should be left to the G.B.

6. This is a question for the G.B.

H. Regional Systems 

1. The April 17 paper, in my view, was not intended
to conflict with Article VIII on this point; it was meant
to deal with regional systems for purposes other than
"specialized" services.

2. I would go in asking for economic and technical
"determination".

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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I. Obligations of Members _

I don't think I understand the question. As a
Practical matter, this means members could hook into a
Soviet system.

J. Procurement

Yes.

•
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April 23, 1969

The Honorable Abbott Washburn
Deputy Chairman of the U. S. Delegation
INTELSAT Conference
Department of State

. Room 1417
Washington, D.C.

Dear Abbott:

• You requested at the, April 22nd meeting an opinion
from the members of the Working Group on the timeliness
of exposing the contents of the April 17th, Summary of
Positions, paper. I have some difficulty in responding
tlo this question until we clarify the purpose for which
the April 17th paper was prepared.

It was my understanding that the April 17th paper was
accepted by members of the Working Group as a broad
description of the "coming out." positions which would be
generally acceptable to the U. S. The Working Group agreed
that each of the issues discussed in the April 17th paper
would have to be considered in detail and that such detailed
consideration would conceivably expose a fair number of
areas in which there would be disagreement. The April 17th
paper should be considered as the table of contents for
the work program upon which the Working Group must now
embark. The finished product of the Working Group should
produce a number of position papers along with a general
position paper which will describe the U. S. "going in,"
as well as the "coming out" position. The general position
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Mr. Washburn - 2 - April 23, 1969

paper should also indicate areas for trade offs as well
as which of the U. S. positions should be exposed
during which stage of the negotiations, whether the
negotiations aro taking place prior to or 'after the
Preparatory Committee meeting of June 23rd.

TED/pf

Sincerely,

e7-7
y
T. E. Donahue, Jr.

Director
International Agreements Division
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CONFIDENTIAL

M E N0RANDU'M

April 23, 3.969

To: INTELSAT: Mr. Washburn

From: T. E. Donahue, Jr.

Subject: Further Consideration of Strategy and Tacti:cs for
the Preparatory Committee and the November Session

While the memorandum of April 17, 1969 does index the
vital issues and set forth, in a very general way, possible
acceptable final positions, it was agreed a more detailed
examination of each of the proposed solutions would be
necessary in order that: (1) the ramifications of each solu-
tion are considered and (2) all members of the delegation
have a common understanding as to the meaning of the proposed
solutions.

We have prepared a brief statement indicating some
important questions in regard to each issue, which should
be so discussed and resolved in order that we are definitely
agreed on the tactics and strategy to be followed.

A. Scope of Activities

1. The memorandum of April 17th states that INTELSAT
would provide facilities for domestic services and
could provide them for specialized services. Why is
this distinction, which was not made in Article VIII
of Document 10, now made?

2. What financial arrangements should we consider for
INTELSAT-financed facilities for domestic and spe.cialized
services? Are we prepared to give Signatories an option
not to participate in such financing? Should "use" of
these facilities be counted towards determination of
investment shares, of voting power?
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3. Should INTELSAT be authorized to finance and
establish direct broadcasting facilities? Could we
accept a limitation of some sort on this authority?
Could we use this service as a bargaining point to
secure our position generally?

4. Article VIII of Document 10 permits INTELSAT to
establish separate facilities for the domestic and
specialized needs of non members without any prior
determinations (such as required for members) by the
Governing Body. Does this mean that the U. S. Govornment
is committed to launch such facilities? What are the
consequences of this clause?

5. Are we willing to accept discrimination in the
agreements against specialized services? If so, why?

B. Membership and Access

1. What does "on an equitable basis" mean, as used in
the memorandum of April 17th?

C. Lqsial Form

The various issues of status, ownership, limited
liability, etc. should be clarified and separated.

D. Assembly_

1. Would it not be preferable to have thDamending
power (for the first agreement) placed in a Conference
of Governments, to be convened on call?

2. Should we consider a four-tier approach?

E. Governina Body 

1. With respect to voting, are we ready to propose or
accept limitations both on our negative and affirmative
powers?
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2. What is meant by the phrase "favored by all others"
as used with respect to the veto in the memorandum?
Al]. members present and voting? Al]. members of the
Governing Body?

3. What relationship should be established between
the Manager and the Governing Body?

F. Mapz1gpment Questions

1. Do we intend to propose the solution set forth
in the memorandum; or will we maintain our initial
position for a set time frame until certain conditions
arise?

2. What will be the relationship between the Secretariat
and the Manager? In terms of responsibility for
administering the contract? In terms of reporting to
the Governing Body?

3. When would the Secretariat be established? Where
and how will it secure its staff? How large a staff?

4. Which of the "financial" activities will be given
to the Secretariat?

5. What should be the legal status of the Secretariat?

G. Financial Arrangements

1. Should "use" include all "use" of INTELSAT-financed
facilities or should only certain typos of traffic be
included? What are the effects of excluding certain
types of traffic?

2. Should "use" be measured on the basis of past use?

3. Should INTIMSAT havD the authority to borrow for

110 new projects?
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4. Should there be a ceiling on the value of assets?

5. What rate of return on capital is acceptable?
Should the agreements contain any provision on this
point; or leave it to the discretion of the
Governing Body?

6. What financing arrangements for INTELSAT-financed
facilities for domestic and specialized traffic are
acceptable?

H. Regional Systems

1. Article VIII of Document 10 permits independent
regional systems fa: specialized services without any
geographic or economic tests -- the memorandum, however,
would provide such tests -- what is our position?

2. What should be our initial position -- assuming
we modify Article VIII? At what point, and in return
for what concessions, will we agree to permit regional
systems? (Assuming a change in Article VIII?)

I. Obligations of Members (partially covered above in G)

1. When the memorandum states that members could use
"non-member systems to communicate with non-member
countries not using INTELSAT" what is the exact mean4.ng?

J. Procurement

1. Would we be willing to accept present Article X in
return for a concession on a question such as the
Assembly, voting, scope, etc.?

T. E. Donahue, Jr.

ThD/pf
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1. WE PRESENTED V.IEWSOF_REFERENCE INSTRUCTION ABOUT JUNE 23MEET1ING OFINTELSAT;CONFERENCE PREPARATORY COMMITTEE TO FONOFF•KILLICK SUBSEQUENTLY TOED US UK WORRIED ABOUT LATENESS OF DATE
ALTHOUGH THEY REALIZED US MAY HAVE ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS.

2. KILL ICK SAYS THEY FEELA SERIOUS ATTEMPT TO GET AGREEMENT
IN THE CONFERENCE IN THE FALL WILL REQUIRE AT LEAST THREE
SESSIONS OF PREPARATORY COMMITTEE BEFORE THAT TIME. IF
FIRST MEETING IS TO START JUNE 23 AND LAST THREE WEEKS, BRiTS
ARE WORRIED THAT THERE WILL NOT BE APPROPRIATE CALIBRE AND
LEVEL OF EUROPEAN REPRESENTATIVES. T-HEY WOULD HOPE THEREFORE _
THAT IF AT ALL POSSIBLE US COULD SEE WAY CLEAR TO EARLIER MEETING
PREPARATORY COMMITTEE, LASTING NOT MORETHAN TEN DAYS; IN MAY
IF AT ALL POSSIBLE. THEY ASCRIBE IMPORTANCE TO THIS BECAUSE THEY
FEEL' SUMMER IN ANY CASE WILL BE DEAD AS FAR As APPROPRIATE
LEVEL OF EUROPEAN PARTICIPANTS IS CONCERNED°

3. US FYI ONLys KILLIcK ALSO SAYS ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATION
IS THAT UK HAS HARD FROM GERMANS THAT FRENCH PLAN TO USE EARLY
MAY MEETING ON_nSYMPHONIEiJ:PROJECT TO TRY TO TIE UP GERMANS,
DUTCH AND BELGIANS ON FRENCH VIEWS RE REGIONAL SYSTEMS BEFORE
MEETING OF PREPARATORY COMMITTEE. IN BRITISH VIEW IT WOULD THEREFORE
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BE TACTICALLY HELPFUL: TO HAVE EARLY AND SHORT PREPARATORY'
COMMITTEE MEETING  ORbEF_?• TO HAD. OFF! THESE FRENCH EFFORTS'.
HE SAYS §OME GERMANS WI IH W:10M HE HAS -BEEN IN. CONTACT ARE,
AFRAID THEIR "POLITICALI-MASTERS" MIGHT GIVE: IN TO FRENbll
AT SYMPRONIE MEETI_NG. END :FYI. ONLY. -

4, KILLICK SAID HE RECOGNIZED THOROUGHLY THAT US MAY NOT BE
ABLE TO CHANGE ACREADY-ANNOUNCED JUNE 23 DATE FOR PREPARATORY
COMMITTEE BUT HMG AT LEAST HOPED Us WOULD GIVE ABOVE CONSIDERATION
SOME WEIGHT AND FELT OBLIdED , TO PUT THEM ON THE RECORD.
ANNENBERGt
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FROM THE DESK OF

WARD T. (TOM) OLSSON

April 10, 1969

To: Capt. Berg, NASC
Dr. Radius, NASA
Mr. Clark
Mr. O'Malley
Mr. Dean
Mr. Gould
Mr. Cooke

The attached working paper outlines a staff paper
which the Office of Telecommunications Manage-
ment is preparing for the United States Delegation
to the INTELSAT Conference. A rough draft,
probably incomplete, is needed for a progress
report to be made by the Director of Telecom-
munications Management to Ambassador Scranton
•NLT April 30, 1967.

The attached material is furnished for your
information and comment, as appropriate.

W. T. Olsson

Attachment

cc: Mr. J. D. O'Connell
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April 10, 1969

To: Mr. Ellis, OSD - I&L

The attached working paper outlines a staff paper
which the Office of Telecommunications Manage-
ment is preparing for the United States Delegation
to the INTELSAT Conference. A rough draft,
probably incomplete, is needed for a progress
report to be made by the Director of Telecom-
munications Management to Ambassador Scranton
NLT April 30, 1969.

The attached material is furnished for your
Information and comment, as appropriate.

W. T. Olsson

Attachment

cc: Mr. S. D. O'Connell
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DRAFT/OTM/OLSSON 4/10/69

(OUTLINE)

Staff Paper

Technological Forecast

and

Conceptual Framework

(Philosophy, Principles and Doctrine)

For the Establishment and Operation of

The Global Commercial Telecommunications Satellite System

A Long-Range Projection
(1975-1985)

Short title: "Satellite Communications - 1980"

April 1969
Office of TelecommunicationsManagement



PREFACE 

The United States Congress declared an enlightened policy for
the improvement of telecommunications throughout the world
in the Communications Satellite Act of 1962. Subsequently, the
United States provided leadership and made significant con-
tributions toward implementing the Global Commercial Communi-
cations Satellite System. These unprecedented achievements
have brought about vast improvements in long-haul telecommuni-
cations services in many parts of the world.

In light of the efforts of the International Telecommunications
Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT) to obtain agreement on Definitive
Arrangements, it is appropriate that the United States Government
review the conceptual framework for the Global System in the
long-term. In examining the future United States objectives and
policy for satellite communications and its participation in the
International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT),
the United States Government should review the long-term trends
of technology and the potential applications for better telecommuni-
cations throughout the globe, both domestic and international in
char4cter.

Accordingly, this paper is an effort to prepare an objective
projection of the telecommunications situation which may exist in
the 1975 - 1985 time frame in order to appreciate better the
potential benefits to all mankind, and to sharpen the focus for policy-
making applicable to any revised institutional arrangements in the
implementation of technologically advanced telecommunications
satellites in the late 1970's and early-1980's.



INTRODUCTION 

GENERAL

The accelerating growth of international telecommunications
is a symbolic feature of twentieth century society. The
increased interdependence among the nations of the world places
demands for improved international telecommunications services.
Furthermore, enhanced international telecommunications capa-
bility, brought about by technological innovations, serves as a
strong motivating force for creating new mechanisms of international
cooperation.

The advent of the space age stimulated the technological innovations
which coupled space and communications/electronics techniques
into the telecommunications satellite. This remarkable achievement
gave birth to a unique capability which will enable man to enhance
his international telecommunications as a primary tool for expanded
international cooperation and world trade and commerce.

Historically, the physical telecommunications (plant) centers of the
world have been located near population concentrations and have
been constrained by geographical realities and the inherent tech-
nological capabilities imposed. The systems of conventional long-
haul transmission media of cable and radio evolved in this restricted
frame of reference, usually along colonial, cultural and political
axis. The inherent ability of locating communications satellite earth
stations without regard to geographic constraints, particularly in the
interior land masses of developing nations, adds a new dimension to
the improving global telecommunication network. This unique capa-
bility of the satellite is already reducing the barriers to international
information exchange.

The challenge to the United States is to sustain the momentum of
the spectacular achievements in the years since 1962 by insuring
that our institutional arrangements are optimized to foster and promote
the timely operational utilization of advanced technological innovations.
We should maintain a posture internationally which will enable the
United States to use its capabilities in meeting the future opportunities
in bringing the benefits of satellite communications to all mankind.
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PURPOSE 

To prepare a paper and presentation which will:

(a) forecast the trends in satellite communications technology

(b) postulate typical applicatioons of advanced technology to
meet mankind's needs for improved telecommunications
with emphasis on the operational global commercial tele-
:communications systems in the early 1980's time period, and
finally,

(c) to formulate a conceptual framework for the establishment
and operation of the global system that would exploit the
use of advanced technology in providing enhanced range and
quality of service at reduced cost for users throughout the
world.

The staff paper will address the following important policy issues,
placing emphasis on the first two questions:

-- What technological approaches should the United States
promote which would provide opportunities to enhance 
global telecommunications and contribute to world peace
and understanding? 

-- What global s stem (modal) alternatives would help to 
promote the growth of telecommunications throughout 
the world?

-- What are the  optimum international institutional  arrangs_-
ments for establishing and operatiu the  global system?

-- What should be the ion -term United States ob'ectives and
policy for implementing the establishment and 2peration
of the lobal commercial communications satellite s stem?

OBJECTIVE 

To maximize the availability of a full range of high quality,
dependable, telecommunications services throughout the world
at minimum cost.
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ASSUMPTION

The fundamental premise of this paper is that the modal examples
of typical applications formulated and presented in the paper will
not be constrained by impediments which could be imposed by
arbitrary institutional arrangements.

BACKGROUND/REFERENCES 

-- Cite historical trends and dramatic growth in
satellite communications technology during the
first decade of such technology.

-- Terminology, as required.

-- References - cite studies, reports and policy
statements.

• NAS -- Woods Hole Study Report

O DOD/DCA Task 1207 Report

e President's Report to the Congress

Timely exploitatinn of this new technology required the solution of
a wide spectrum of technical, social, political and economic
problems. Major institutional arrangements have beencbvised to
cope with the challenges and opportunities offered by space and tele-
communication satellite technology. These include the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration, the Communications Satellite
Corporation and the International Telecommunications Satellite
Consortium (INTELSAT).

An appreciation of the positive achievements made in satellite
communications in a short period of time can be seen in the present
status of the evolving global commercial communications satellite
system. The INTELSAT global system presently consists of four
operating communications satellites located in geostationary syn-
chronous equatorial orbit which are used to provide intercontinental
telecommunications services (telephone, television, telegraph, data
and facsimile) between 23 earth stations located in 14 different nations.
This spectacular progress of INTELSAT, coupled with its accelerating
pace, reflects a dramatic of a remarkable -- singularly unprecedented
achievement in international cooperation among a large number of
nations throughout the world.
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The foundation for this successful international undertaking was

provided in large part by the leadership exercised by the United

States and the significant contributions it made toward the im-

provement of telecommunications throughout the world and includes:

• Research and development whic*rovided the basic
space technology building blocks (launch facilities,

boosters, range facilities).

• Research and development of communications satellite

technology.

• Feasibility demonstration experiments of communications

satellites.

• Promotion of international cooperation resulting in

establishment of INTELSAT.

• Accomplishments of function as Manager for INTELSAT.

• Development and production of operational INTELSAT

communications satellites.

• Provided launch and range services for INTELSAT satellites.

• Technical and related assistance to interested nations in

construction of earth stations for direct access to the

INTELSAT satellites.

CHARACTER OF SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

-- Conceptual Framework of the Global System (1969) 

The Global Commercial Communications Satellite System

being established and operated by INTELSAT is based upon

the unique features and spectacular performance characteris-

tics provided by modern communications satellite technology.



Communications satellites placed in synchronous altitude
equatorial (geostationary) orbit provide a unique transmission
media for all types of telecommunications services.
Essentially, the synchronous altitude equatorial corridor --
when active repeater communications satellites are employed --
is virtually a 22,3000 mile high ionospheric belt which can
be exploited to extend the range of telecoMmunications capability.
The fundamental attributes of this revolutionary mode of
communications include an unprecedented degree of versatility 
and flexibility  together with high capacity that can be achieved
at low cost.

• The versatility of satellites is realized by their
capability to simultaneously provide telephone,
telegraph, data, facsimile and particularly, tele-
vision service over short as well as intercontinental
distances.

• The flexibility of satellites is achieved by the ability
to simultaneously interconnect a large number of
widely dispersed earth station terminals. A single
geostationary synchronous satellite can provide this
multiple access (multi-point) service to an area larger
than one-third of the globe.

• The capacity of satellites can be increased by a quantum
step with a nominal increment in investment.

• The capabilities of satellites enable the global tele-
communications network to be improved significantly
by the composite diversity of means which create a
synergistic enhancement of the total telecommunications
system capability.

The deployment of the INTELSAT system is based on
employing a few high performance geostationary communi-
cations satellites located in orbit to provide essentially
global coverage. The specific configuration of the Global
System is achieved by placing the individual satellites in
longitudinal location above the Equator so as to optimize
the coverage in (a) the Atlantic Ocean basin (b) the
Pacific Ocean basin and (c) in the future, the Indian Ocean
basin.



A system with these coverage and operational features
enhances the availability of the satellites to a maximum
number of nations. Technical control of the INTELSAT
satellite operation, positioning, and monitoring of the
satellites status is accomplished from a select number of
earth stations comprising a system control network. All
satellites after Early Bird have a multiple access characteristic
which enables several earth stations to use a single satellite
simultaneously.

SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

-- (Forecast of general trends in technology and impact on
improved domestic and international telecommunications
throughout the world and the concomitant impact on inter-
national cooperation and international institutional arrangements.)

-- (Highlight almost unlimited potential for enhancement of
global communicatinns both domestic and international.)

-- Long term trends (specific disciplines)

-- Space segment

-- Earth station

- Advanced systems configurations

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS (1975 - 1985 period)

-- International Public Telecommunications Services (Broad range)

-- Domestic Public Telecommunications Services (Broad range)

-- Specialized Telecommunications Services (Domestic and
international)

• Mobile (Aeronautical - Marine)

• Direct Broadcast Television

Other special applications.



FORECAST OF USER NEEDS (1975 - 1985 period)

-- Gross trends of traffic density

PROPOSED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF THE GLOBAL SYSTEM 
(1975- 1985)

-- Telecommunications objectives.

-- Fundamental Principle (Premise) of the Single Global System.

-- Establishment of the Global System

(Evolutionary approach)

( General configuration)

( General time-phasing)

-- Concept of Operation and Control of the Global System.

BENEFITS TO PEOPLE OF THE WORLD 

-- The early time period(1965 - 1969)

-- Forecast potential opportunities and benefits

• Public Telecommunications

- Developing nations

- Developed nations

• Information/Education

• Specialized

• World Trade and Commerce

• Peacekeeping
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PARTICIPATION IN THE GLOBAL SYSTEM 

-- Alternative institutional arrangements to optimize
exploitation of advanced technological innovations.

-- Space segment ownership.

-- Access to the Global Systems.

UNITED STATES OBJECTIVES AND POLICY FOR SATELLITE 
COMMUNICATICNS (A long-term perspective)

-- Assess impact of potential applications and
conceptual framework on the

(a) United States promotion of satellite communications

(b) United States participation in International Communications
particularly with respect to satellite communications.,

-- Formulate a United States objective and policy position.

SUMMARY 

Conclusions

Recommendations

ATTACHMENTS

-- As required

-- Survey of industry

-- Survey of Government departments and agencies

-- Input from COMSAT (?)



OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFF ICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

April 23, 1969

. Memorandum for General Lincoln:

Subject: International Telecommunications Satellite
Consortium (INTELSAT)

Attached is an index of memoranda submitted to
Ambassador Marks prior to and during the initial
session of the INTELSAT Conference in February -
March of this year (Tab A). At Tab B, is an index
of memoranda sent to Ambassador Scranton and
Mr. Washburn since the Conference in preparation
for the forthcoming INTELSAT Conference in November
of this year.

You have been apprised of some of the content of the
attached material in the highlighted weekly activities
submitted to you; however, if upon examination of the
indexes you wish to have a specific memorandum or
report, I'll be happy to furnish it.

Ends.
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INDEX 

Memoranda Submitted to Ambassador Marks Prior to and During
INTELSAT Conference

Subject Date

Views of OTM on matters of invitations to November 6, 1968
the Conference, voting, the European regional
communications satellite proposal and possible
government participation in the proposed
INTELSAT Assembly. (CONFIDENTIAL)

Background material on various policy issues January 3, 1969
which may arise during INTELSAT conference
indicating views of the Communications Satellite
Corporation as well as U. S. Government
(For Official Use Only).

OTM views on crucial policy issue concerning January 16, 1969
institutional arrangements which would apply
to the Manager for INTELSAT under the
Definitive Arrangements.
(For Official Use only)

Views of DOD on matter of regional systems,
COMSAT as Manager, powers of the Assembly,
access to the system, and changing the Interim
Arrangements. (CONFIDENTIAL)

Views of DOD regarding suggested modifications
in the draft Intergovernmental and Operating
Agreements.

Memorandum of Conversation between Clas
Nordstrom (Sweden) and W. T. Olsson (OTM)
re Swedent s draft. agreement paper. Objective
of paper to present formulation of a politically
feasible institutional framework which would
attract Soviets to join Consortium. (LOU)

February 12, 1969

February 21,

February 27,

1969

1969

Report of Working Group A(Committee I) pertaining March 17, 1969
to proposed Preamble.



INDEX

Memoranda Submitted to Governor Scranton and Mr. Washburn
in Preparation for November INTELSAT Conference

Subject Date

Views of OTM on "How Conference is
Concluded and Where We go from Here:'
dated March 15, 1969(Washburn memorandum).
LOU

List of Miscellaneous Reading Material for
Governor Scranton submitted to Wm..Miller.

Preparation of USG White Paper on Future of
INTELSAT with preliminary outline.

Miscellaneous reading material for Gov.
Scranton, including a historical summary
of INTELSAT (Briefing given to Gov.
on April 8).

March 17, 1969

April 1, 1969

April 8, 1969

April 8, 1969

Response to memorandum of Mr. Wm. Miller April 8, 1969
on draft delegation report for INTELSAT.

U.S. Policy and Objectives Concerning
Definitive Arrangements for Continued
Development of the Global Commercial
Communications Satellite System. (Draft
paper )

April 11, 1969

Assessment of INTELSAT Conference of April 11, 1969
February 24-March 21.
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SUBJECT:

PARTICIPANTS:

CONES TO:

Memorandum of Conversation

DATE: April 11, 1969

Forthcoming INTELSAT Conference

Heimon van Blankenstein, Economic Minister,
Netherlands Embassy

Anton G. 0. Smit, First Secretary, Netherlands Embassy
Abbott Washburn, Deputy Chairman, U.S. Delegation

INTELSAT
Governor Scranton
Frank E. Loy
Ward P. Allen
William K. Miller

James D. O'Connell, OTM
Lucius D. Battle, Comsat
John Johnson, Comsat
Asher E. Ende, FCC

FORM

3-61

Points rasied at the luncheon by Minister van Blankenstein:

OS- 1254

1) Is the United States hopeful of making significant
progress in the Preparatory Committee meetings and
reaching an agreement in the November session of the
Conference?

Answer: "We are hopeful."

2) What can be done about"the Comsat problem?" No new
points raised in the discussion.

3) Is there flexibility in the U.S. position on voting
in the Governing Board? He said Ambassador Hartogh is
particularly interested in this. (Nothing new raised
in the discussion that followed on this point.)

4) What about regional systems? He described "Symphonie"
as "colonialism" on the part of the French -- including
Canada in it "ridiculous." Mr. Smit stated the opinion
that any regional systems that might come into being at
sometime in the future should be compatible with INTELSATI

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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both economically and technically.

Mr. van Blankenstein is leaving Washington for another post
sometime during the month of June.

I told him that tentatively our notion was that the first
session of the Preparatory Committee would convene about June 23
and last three weeks, that it would probably decide to appoint a
Drafting Group and reconvene to complete a draft of the working
document for the November session of the Conference. He said:
"I am sorry I will not be here for the fun."

He expressed the hope to meet with Governor Scranton.

INTELSAT: AWashburn
LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 
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••

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

-

April 8, 1969

Memorandum for Ambassador Scranton:

Subject: Preparation of a United States Government White Paper
on the Future of the International Telecommunications
Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT)

During our preparations for the INTELSAT Conference, 1
became convinced that the United States Government did not
have a clear, precise and unambiguous statement of its policy
and objectives for the future INTELSAT. My views were detailed
in a memorandum which I handed to Ambassador Marks on
January 3, 1969. Unfortunately, the United States did not have
available or table such a comprehensive statement during the
February - March INTELSAT Conference sessions. The incon-
clusive results of the Conference point up the continuing need
for the United States Government to forthrighVy state its position
at the -reconvened Conference in November 1969. Such needs
were recognized also in paragraph 7 of your memorandum of
March 27, 1969, subject: "Plans for Preparatory Committee
Session in Washington."

Accordingly, as an aid towards achieving greater understanding
of the U. S. policy and objectives for the future of the INTELSAT
Consortium, I propose to formulate a comprehensive White Paper
which would treat this subject. The White Paper would:

(1)_ Define the U. S. policy as embodied in the Communi-
catinns Satellite Act of 1962 and its support for the
continuation of INTELSAT as announced by
President Johnson in his message to the Congress
on August 14, 1967;



f

(2)

(3)

'4 

.•

Z

State In unambiguous terrns the Unite4.1 States
Covernnlent position with regard to the Definitive
Arraements and to provide explanatory ratitmale
behind the positions t:tl,en on InTortant issues;

Highlight the s1n1ficz,nt U.S. contributions to
establishn ent of the INTELSAT Conr.;ortitu:k and
creation of the global system; and

Iii,ghtight the benefits which would accrue to all
members, from both developed and developing
riatie-.-is, by adopting the United States apprpach
for the CDasortiurn as set forth in the White Paper.

1 propose to Lenerate this White Paper and to coordinate the
finished product with interested departrr.ents and agencies and
se!ected set.:.cnts of U.S. ilustry. I visualize that this
White Paper viould be pron-,ulgate:1 by a letter inserted in the
printed docuti%ent which would be signed by the Presiclent.
Finat;y, I wouid propoze that this clocur.ient be fcirn.alty tro.33-
rc.ittecl to all mel;-,.ber and observer nation who attended the
Initial session approxin-,ately thirty days prior to the start of
the reconvened Conference (Noven!ber 13, 196).

pre'kz.inary draft of an outline for the U.s. Governzi.ent
White Paper is enclosed as an attachment. Your co:-.-.1%..ents
aro &elicited.

A ttachn:ent

Mr. Washburn
cc: Mr. 'Whitehead

Mr. William Miller
..Mr. Erorilley 3r:1th
14r. JznAcs N:cCormack

0. „ 5-ibr:„::-.2,,,,j,70,,,. . „. orconrieu
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Preliminary Outline 

Letter for President Nixon's Signature 

INTRODUCTION - Purpose and Scope of White Paper

BACKGROUND -Interim Arrangements and Efforts toward Definitive Arrangements

• United States Policy on Satellite Communications

Communications Satellite Act of 1962
President's Message to the Congress (August 14, 1967)
Domestic Satellites
Launch Services

• Progress of INTELSAT  - A Summary

Growth of Membership
Development, Deployment and Operation of the Global System
United States contributions to INTELSAT

• Concept of the International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium 
(INTELSAT) -- A United States Viewpoint

Institutional Framework
Operational Framework (Single Global System)
Unitized Approach to Implementation

o U.S. Proposal for Definitive Arranaements 

Summary -- Draft Intergovernmental and Operating Agreements
Guidelines for Implementation
Rationale for Key Policy Issues
Justification for U. S. View on "Vital" issues

••••

o The Outlook

SUMMARY 

Attachment
Draft Agreements

Nature of the Organization and Priority of its Objectives
Internationalization of the Organization, particularly the
Manager
Role of Assembly
Designation of COMSAT as Manager
Impact of Regional Systems on the Single Global System

(Photos, charts and tab'es will be used to illustrate the achievements of the
C-onsortium I
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, D.C. 20520

April 1, 1969

NOTE FOR: General J. D. O'Connell

Dear Jim--

The attached, revised per
our meeting yesterday.

Abbott Washburn

(s. 
.

t 0(45-1141-



March 27, 1969

U.S. Deleution_, INTELSAT Conference 

SUBJECT: Plans for Pr.apratory  Committee Session in
Washington

Subject to approval by Governor Scranton, we will
operate with an executive group drawn from among the mem-
brs of the U.S. delegation° Tentatively, the group will
c nsist of Scranton, Washburn, Loy, Hyde, O'Connell, and
Mt Cormack. Bromley Smith will act as secretary of the
group.
(

Among other responsibilities, the group must address
tself to the following:

1. Assess the results of the Conference; cull
important material from the deliberations;
analyze attitudes of other delegations.

2. Review all U.S. objectives and positions in
light of the Conference session just concluded.

3. Develop U.S. strategy and tactics for preparatory
sessions and for next plenipotentiary round in
November.

4. Prepare papers, as needed, for U.S. participation
in the Preparatory Committee.

5. Plan bilateral talks with other governments...who
goes where,  talks with embassies in Washington.

6. Determine procedures for work of Preparatory
Committee:
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Opening date, place and length of first meeting.
Subcommittees?
Working parties?
Drafting groups?
Interpreters and translators?
U.S. chair Preparatory Committee?
U.S. chair any of its subgroups?

7. Consider issuing a public statement of U.S. policy
and aspirations for the reconvened Conference. When?

8. Keep all interested U.S. elements, here and abroad,
informed of significant developments. They, in
turn, should report to the Executive Group all
pertinent information.

9. Coordinate all U.S. comments, written or spoken,
during interim period. These must conform to
policies of the Executive Croup.

U.S. posture: first session made important gains;
second session can complete the
work successfully.

Our interests lie in discussing our own positions
fully and frankly with other governments, not in
attacking contrary positions of other delegations.



N.
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Helen:

Items listed on the attached sheet were
sent to Mr. Miller, State Dept. for
Governor Scranton(this afternoon).

Dolores



OFFICE: OF THE DIRECTOR

•
EXECUTIVE OFFICE 01: THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OFTELECCLYMUNICAT IONS MANAGEMENT
•WASHINGTON, D.C. 2(604

List of Rea.d11-.11! I\Aa.terial

0TM/4-1-69

Subject: Background on U. S. Policy for Satellite Communications
and the International Teleeommunications Satellite
Consortium (INTELSAT)

Tab A

Tab B

Tab C

Tab D

Important Policy Statements by_ Presidents

January 1, 1961 President Eisenhower

July 24, 1961 President Kennedy

August l4, 1967 President Johnson

United States Policy

Communications Satellite Act of 1962

Inte.rilation;,.1 A------- -

1 Y,
LI CiloG,.! Corrwrkercial CornnAtnications Stciiie S

ut 20, 1964, "

Annual Reports

'J'ab January 1969 President's Report to the Congress

1 a b C; March I comst\T Corprdration 1:t,r)c)rt t)

'1'al) 11 1.969 COMSAT Corporation Annuzd Report

])efinii lye A rrzincrements

Tab I 1(S(. ?.8.-40 U. S. Contribution

Tab J December 1968 ICSC Report

'J'ab K 17, 1c,167 TC:f Study - F-',v2.111-ttiort of Internr!tion;11
elec. con nrt.in i c -,4( ion Rout 1)1 tribution
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TALKING PAPER
on

The INTELSAT Conference 

I. The Current Situation

•

March 24, 196, •'

A. Where do we stand? -- Strong Executive Branch
leadership will be required to establish firm, un-
ambiguous and meaningful Urited States position for
the U. S. Delegation's use during the future Conference
activities. The prospects for obtaining Definitive
Arrangements acceptable to the United States were not
advanced measurably during the Conference (February 24 -
March 21, 1969). The pervasive political flavor of the
Conference adds further difficulties to the United States
in negotiating an acceptable Definitive Arrangements.
(See New York Times article at Tab A).

B. List of Unresolved Policy Issues

(1) The nature of the organization and priority of
its objectives.

(2) Internationalization of the organization,
particularly the Manager.

(3) Role of the Assembly.

(4) Designation of COMSAT as Manager.

(5) Impact of Regional Systems on the Single Global System.

II. Evaluation of United States Policy 

A. Formulation of current U. S. natinnal objectives
(validation of existing policies or a restatement).

Current Policy -- Communications Satellite Act of 1962.
President's Message, August 14,1967.

What are the long-term U. S. objectives for INTELSAT,
a business arrangement in the form of a Consortium or a
new International (Political) arrangement?

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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A draft of a United States policy statement is
attached as Tab B. Such a statement should be
formulated and promulgated by the United States
prior to the start of the second session of the
INTELSAT Conference scheduled to begin on
November 18, 1969.

B. Pilot Prozram for a U. S. Domestic Communications 
Satellite System  -- The ambiguous position of the
United States with regard to its intentions on the method
of implementing the Pilot Program has caused uncer-
tainty on the part of our partners in INTELSAT. The
United States needs to decide to obtain the space segment
of the Pilot Program within or outside the INTELSAT
framework.

C. Policy for Providing Launch Services to other Nations  --
Great uncertainty also exists on the part of many of our
partners in INTELSAT with regard to the willingness of
the United States to furnish launch services for placing
separate communications satellites (non-INTELSAT) in
orbit. The United States needs to take a firm stand on
this important policy issue, based in part on the decision
made in the Pilot Program (Paragraph B above).

D. Role of COMSAT in INTELSAT  -- The United States
needs to review and decide on the long-term role of the
Communications Satellite Corporation as (1) U. S.
designated entity in INTELSAT and (2) Systems Manager
for INTELSAT.

E. Policy on Merger of International Common Carriers  --
The United States needs to adopt a policy concerning
International Common Carriers which is responsive to
our foreign policy interests, including consideration of
a long-term plan to merge.

III. Actions Required by the United States 

A. Decision to initiate the Pilot Program for a Domestic
Communications Satellite System through INTELSAT --
prior to start of Preparatory Committee sessions
(May 20, 1969).

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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B. Decision regarding provision of launch services
to other nations through INTELSAT -- prior to
start of Preparatory Committee sessions (May 20,1969).

C. Preparation of a United States Government White Paper
for mass distribution to members and potential members
which would (1) highlight the significant United States
Contributions to INTELSAT, (2) define the United States
policy and position on its proposals for Definitive
Arrangements as well as of the rationale of such positions
and (3) a summary of the benefits that members, both
developed and developing nations, would derive by adopting
the U. S. approach in the Consortium -- prior to start of
reopened Conference (November 18, 1969).(See Tab C.)

D. for development of the
global system to include accommodations for small traffic
users in developing nations -- prior to start of Preparatory
Committee sessions (May 20, 1969).

E. Preparation for the Preparatory Committee activities
to include formulation of a comprehensive U. S. position
paper which would cover all major policy issues being
addressed in the Conference -- prior to start of Preparatory
Committee sessions (May 20, 1969).

IV. Future Modus Operandi

A. Intersessional Period --

(1) Preparation for Preparatory Committee activities --
USG/COMSAT Control Group. (White House/OTM/
DOS/FCC/COMSAT Corporation).

(2) U. S. Delegation team at the Preparatory Committee
sessions.

B. Next Conference (November 18, 1969)

(1) Preparation for the Conference (November 18, 1969

(2) U. S. Delegation.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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A World ()alley Stumbled on

i• Issue of Sharing Control

j
Iy IRISTOPHER LYDON

Speck! to The New York TIrtus
WASHINGTON, March 22

}low to share • control over in-
ternational satellite communi-
cations has proved to 'lie an
unexpectedly thorny question. ,
A conference of 66 countries,

with 30 "observers" from the
Communist bloc and the under-
developed nations ended Yester-
day although having agreed on
a permanent charter for the
In Telecommunica-
tions Satellite Consorlitts (In-
telsat).
' Itonard Marks, the -Am-
erican chairman of the confer-
ence, who predicted a month,
ago that the meeting would
produce final agreement, said
at its close that he was en-
coui.aeed by the four WQ,;k3 of
discussien. Mr. Marks Eltli1OUrti
that the conference would re-i
sume al the State Department,
on Nov. IS,

Other delegates thought that 
the conference's value, if any,
was only that it clarified the
Issues that 'divide Communists
from Westerners, developed na-
tions from developing nations,1.
and the United Stater; (rom,
the technologically competitive
countries or 'Europe.

Since the launching of Tel-
star in lf.)62 and Early Lird in
B64, the United States has
dominated the technology, in-
vestment and traffic in space
corn munica 110 ns.
The United States also has

53 per cent of the • voting con-
trol Within the Intelsat 2,roure
NV/tiCh. .vas organized in. 196-1 •
and contiemes to function under
temporary ae,Treements.

..,..Comsat's }tea. .1Zole
The operation of Intelsat's

three 'satellites, stapned o'er
:•

'
of i.e.... se..eizes veto iae,
greet: r circelt p icity, are

the ;
1 . States's Con.enunicatiees
Satellite Corporation (Coms!.tt).1

\•••• I iao

e

'Mr: Marks rind the Ameriean
dcleeates entered the Intelsat
conference last month with astated determination to preserve,
Comsat's ,role in the new
agrc ernents. S.

d:There is no other oreaniaa-
tion in existence that could
possibly' take over this complex
.managerial , task," Mr. Marks
.has argued.

Yet an apparent majority of
Intelsat's member nations has
agreed that if Comsat continues
as the manager of the system,
the American corporation mustbe subordinated to 'a broadly
international governing beard.

Participants in the confer-
ence considered it significant
that the Soviet Union; which
had propos-ed earlier to estab-
lish a rival Inter-Sputnik net-
work; not only attended the
Intelsat meetings but also out-lined conditions for aceepi.ine
a single global system.
The general goal of a truly1

international system appears to
have different meanings for dif-
fluent nations.

Need for Assurance
Western Europe wants great-

er assurance.; that its iedeLtry
will have a chance to SlIpp:y
component parts or TIC‘i' 3,.•
'RCS and will benefit froen
side efects Or ree<arch in spae
technology.
The underdeveloped ta-nieres

want a guarantee that there
will be service and non-
discriminatory rates to places
.where the traffic in commenica•
tions is still light. They are
resistant to encourage the uce
of European suppliers if that
means higher costs.
The Soviet Union, which with

its own advanced teehnolo'czYoperates the world's only
dome tic communications 5atef-
lite system, is determined not
to be penalized in any global
network for its relatively small
share of international traffic.
The United States is willing

to form ,an international "as-
sembly" in Intelsat. for the de-
termination or some police is-
sues, but it is committed to
,preserving American manage-
ment of equipment that public
funds helped develop.

•

There( was no aereement;
about the StPLIs or domestic and
regional satellites - within the

iinternational network. - - IFrench delceat6s at the con-
ference argued that the fixed
'positions of the new satellites
gave them a naturaly reeional
character, and that each of the
.three satellites nct,v in opera-
tion should be controlled inde-
pently by its users. Such an ar-
rangement would sharply di-
minish the United States over-- _
all influence.
Comsat, which has proposed

to operate a domestic satellite
over the 'United States, insists -
that all local systems should be.
integrated within its manage-'
meat of Intelsat.
A committee of Intelsat

members has been appointed tol
work through the summer onl
alternative drafts of a final,
ap,reement, which will he
seated to the conference
vember.
Mr. Marks, who served a-s.di-

rector of the United States In-
formation Agency under Presi•I
dent. Johnson, has annoueeeel
his resignation as chairman of
the conference allri wit return;
t6 the private practice of corn-1
municarnilst law in Wae4l-Theel
ton.
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By Robert J. Samuelson
• ,Washington rost Staff Writer

After nearly a month of eon- company that has run Into;
stant meetings, the United sat's operations since the o:
States and most of her Euro-
pean allies have been unable 

ganizatidn's start In 1934. Et

to reach agreement on the fu- "Pean nations would like t
ture form of an organization *see Comsat's management rol
to oversee International Wel- for Intelsat assumed by an
lite communication. ternalional secretariat." •
The dispute, though undra. The second problem 11

!untie, illustrates the diplo- volvcs the size of U.S. vote o
• 

Inatie problems posed .by lntelsat's Governing Boarc
America's technological lead Until now, voting rights hay
over her closest political part- been apportioned according t
ners. At issue is the size and a nation's investment in biteOil scope of the U.S. role in the sat; as a result, the U.S. ha

,trg.,1: satellite organization, the In- had more than half the voto
VA ternatiOnai Telccommun I. ?Jan Y other nations want th!e of cations Satellite Consortium pov.•er reduced.Wits ntelsoo. 

According to Marls, the infea:g7; since Feb. 24, delegates resolved issues ‘‘.111 be stItc.le
from more than GO nations by a "working gro-.zp"

• in have been meeting at the sat members which viiiWed
tfion State Dopartment to draw up ble in Washington two cfor .

to new agreements.; for Intelsat. three months after the confe:
iscos The conference ends this Eri- ence's close. The entire confe'

day, but •there wil not even be ence will then be reconvene
tics a draft of a new agreement. • sometime in the fall. •

In a recent interview, Leon- 'Intelsat's operations, ho'
" arcl 11114:s chairman of the ever, will continue unaffectec. •

conference and also head of The organization has commi
the U.S. deleitation, confirmed nications satellites over th

Cm reports that no consensus had Atlantic and the Pacifi
emerged on two key issues, oceans; the original lntelsz

s The first concerns . Comsat, agreement, written in 1954, ririf 

4 Oil (the Communications Satellite mains in force until a new on—0.05 i__0.40 Corporation), the American 's prepared and accepted.
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1 WHEREAS, United States investments, efforts and achievements have

in the past and will continue in the future to provide a massive

source of space technology (including satellite communications)

from its scientific laboratory organizations and its industrial

establishment, the output of this effort will continue to be

available to exploit and advance the progress for the development

of satellite communications facilities in providing commercial

telecommunications services throughout the world;

of

WHEREAS, the United States has pursued the undeviating and con-

sistent policy of all Presidents since 1958, which policy has been

announced in unmistakable terms repeatedly, to make available the

benefits of our technological progress in space which will contribute

to world peace anl understanding.

WBEREAS, specifically in respect to satellite communications, the

Congress of the United States enacted legislation in the Communication

Satellite Act of l9j2, which declared the policy to be "to establish,

in conjunction and in cooperation with other countries, as

expeditiously as practical a commercial communications satellite

system, as part of an improved global communications network, which

will be responsive to public needs and national objectives 5n7 which

will serve the communication needs of the United States and other

countries...", and to provide the opportunity for greatly improved

and less cost1y international telecommunication services, and to

achieve these objectives stated that "United States participation

in the form of a private corporation, subject to appropriate

LIMITEU tiSr:
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governmental regulation", which has been implemented by creating

the "Chosen Instrument" the Communications Satellite Corporation

(C01.:SAT) a private business organization, and to commit the United

States Government, through the National Aeronautics and Spc2ce

Apinistration, to provide launch service for placing communi-

ciations satellites in earth orbit.

TREAS, the United States in the pronouncements of its Presidents,

by Act of Congress and by it agressive efforts to achieVe the

national objectives, has been an active prol-o'cer of satellite

communications and has thus renounced the concept of Government

mmership and the use of the new internatioaal communications system

to further international pontical objectives.

WHEREAS, the United States initative in 19:4 resulted in a nulti-

lateral executive agreement establishing Interim Arrangements for

a Global Comnerciel Connunications Satellite System which created

an international cooperative, non-profit, unincorporated (joint

venture) currently known as the International
^

Telecommunications Satellite Consortium (IrTELSAT), for the purpose

of jointly planning and financing, and through the services of

COl!SAT as 1,:anager for the design, developzreat, construction,

establIshmmt, and rnintenance ani operaticn of the space segment

needed to establish and operate the Global System;

WEEREAS, as indicated in the 1953 Annual ?ort of the President

of the Uni'ce'7 SLe,tas, the report of the Co=nication Satellite

Committee an statements plany .,Leles-atio: representative on thg,

LEMITEI) OFFICIAL USE
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floor of the INTELSAT Conference, the progress of this cooperative

international Consortium has been significant and highly successful

In meeting the objectives of the organization within the institutional

framework established by the Interim Arrangements;

WHEREAS, the cooperative international Consortium (INTELSAT) requires

the successful achievement of programs to establish advanced,

co ay, longlife and high capacity communications satellites, for

example INTELSAT IV series, which will make available to all members

of the Consortium the flexible, versatile, direct access, high quality

and low cost telecommunications services, and accordingly, the

Consortium needs to maintain its forward momentum by building on the

successes achieved under the Interim Arrangements and insuring meaning-

ful and undisruptive continuity of planning and operations through

institutional arrangements which provide stable, efficient and

increasingly competent management performance.

WEREAS, its is considered by the United States to be in the interest

of all nations (developed and developing) that the maximum opportunities

be afforded during the years ahead for the successful achievement of a

truly Globe]. System and that regional and domestic space segments can

be most economically efficiently and consistently provided in the

immediate future through the established international cooperative

enterprise IiiTELSAT;

THEREFORE, for the purpose of providing guidelines to United States

participants in the International Teleca=anications Satellite

Consortiu:a (ITELS1T) under the 1..7F.RE.: arranzements and, when and if
applicable, under the Definitive arranse7nts the following United

iIN1}1 1-,Wttid!'11... l'Yk.

1
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States policy will apply:

1. The primary objective of the United States is to maintain

the established international cooperative Consortium as a dynamic,

efficient, effective and viable operating cooperative enterprise

which provides facilities for telecomlunications services, marketed

on a cost shared basis to serve the communications needs of the

world international community with maximum efficiency, reliability

and quality and at the lowest possible cost for the benefit of all

people throughout the world.

2. In implementing the primary objective above, the United

States will strongly sponsor the adoption of institutional arrange-

ments in the Consortium which will sustain the apolitical

characteristics of the organization established under the Interim

Arrangements and promote an institutional structure which emphasizes

the attributes of efficient, competitive business enterprise.

3. In accomplishing the objectives stated in 1. and 2. above,

the United States will continue to sponsor the Nature of the

Organization embodying the concept of a international unincorporated

joint venture with no legal personality and thus deeinphasize the

undes:rable trend toTrard an international political organization.

The United States participants in the Consortium should be

sensitive to avoiding unnecessary changes in institutional arrange-

ments (organization and procedures) which could be disruptive and

detrimental to the efficiency of the Global System particularly

durin'Y the period betwe,In no-7 and the completion of the early

operational phase of the ad- anced .1:72,ELS;.T. IV series satellite now

I

scheduled for lat .1;714-4. e2p,lpf9 rir
LIA-11 1JilltbiL a
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5. The United States accepts the need for increased re-

presentation and voice in the effeirs of the Consortium and has

proposed the establishment of a new organizational body (Assembly)

which should be given authority to be inforL-ed on all INTELSAT

activities and to exercise an oversight function to the end that

the needs of all miAbers of the Consortium Ere being satis-

factorily met to the extent practicable and feasible, and are

consistent with the maintenance of a viable business enterprise.

o. The Communications S.stellite Corpolation will serve as

the United States designated entity in the Consortium end will

continue to serve as Nanager for INTELSAT in order to insure

essential continuity, effectiveness and efficiency in the achieve-

ment'of Consortium objectives.

7. The United States through the rational Aeronautics and

Space Administration will continue to provide launch services to

the Consortium with COYSAT serving as agent under a strict inter-

pretation of the Connanication Satellite Act of 1952 end will not

provide launch services for commercial cor..mmications satellites to

any other organizations.

8. The United States in its projectef pilot domestic system

will utilize the services of INTELSAT provided space segments in

accordance with terms and conditions to be negotiated with the

Consortium.

9. The United States strongly supports the principle that

weighted votin-g in the-Dcard of Go-.-ernors ::nou2d be continued, but

the United States w:11 accept that no one :ationientity shall ha':e

more than 50 percent of the weighted vote.
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lc). The United States strongly supports the principle that;

in applying the concept of investment/use, the determination of

investment and. computation of voting weights in the Board of

Governors will include domestic traffic in tl:e space segment but

not in excess of the 50 percent boting stren7th.

U. The United States will firmly avoid the establishment of

a "Regional" satellites outside of the INTELSAT framework.

••

ACCORDINGLY, the Departments and Agencies of the Executive Branch

of the Government and the Communications Satellite Corporation are

specifically char6ed to implement the provisions of the Communications

Satellite Act of 19.52 within the terms of reference established

above in future activities related to the International Tele-

cammunications Satellite Consortium (INTELSA7).

UL'L IU US'
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OVERALL CONCEPT

OF TWE

INTERNAT IOKAL TEMCO:.2..1UNICATIONS SATEILITE CONSORTIUM

(INTELSAT)

INrRODUCTION

The International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium

(INTELSAT) should evolve in the years ahead -within the basic

conceptual framework (both institutionally and operationally)

which have proven successful under the Interim Arrangements

during the formative period of the organization.

Concept of Institutional Arrangements 

The nature. of the existing INTELSAT organization has two

fundamental characteristics e.g. first, that it is an inter-

national cooperative consortium, operating es a dynamic and

viable business enterprise, which provides facilities for tele-

communications services, marketed on a comme:cial basis to serve

the communications needs of the world community with maximum

efficiency, reliability and quality of servi-..e and at the lowest

possible cost for the benefit of people thro:zhcut the world and

second, that it is an organization having b=ad international

membership which seeks wide participation in the affairs of the

Consortium. The United States believes strcagly in the idea

that the future INTELSAT Consortium should b! structured to pre-

serve these fundamental characteristics and that the primary

criteria for application in the conduct of affairs should be
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focused on achieving effective results in the first area, while

at the same time promoting the goals of the second characteristic.

The United States does not agree that the INTELSAT Organi-

zation should be structured as an International Intergovernmental

(tolitical) organization. Compelling arguments, supported by

r6asoned economic analysis, have not been presented which would

sbow overriding justification for "starting over again" in a

irlstitutional sense. The United States believes that an approach

which establishes an International Intergovernmental Organization,

as suggested in the ICSC report, would lead to an ineffectual

organization. The creation of anoLher political organization with

a dual governmental business role would cause INTELSAT to become

increasingly incapable of providing the high quality, efficient,

and technological advanced services which the Consortium has pro-

vided under the Interim arrangements, and which the users of the

system have come to expect. *(See insert on Page 2 A).

Concept of the Sincr,le_Globel System

The basic conceptual framework applicable to the Single Global

Commercial Communications Satellite System is important to the

continued improvement in quality of service and expansion of the

range of services.

The conceptual framework of a Global CcI:mercial Communications

Satellite System should be understood in order to appreciate

more fully the reasons behind the strong United States effort

towards promotion of this basic approach for the provision of modern

frp,rirc,T1
cfri r VO,L; lot
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*Purthermore3the establishment of such an International Inter-

governmental Organization clearly would be inconsistent with the

policy of the United States as expressed in the Communication

Satellite Act of l92 and the legislative intent of the

Congress.

The inherent potential of satellite conmunications technology

provide telecommunications capabilities of aeequate scope to meet

service requirements. Such a revolutionary technical approach

places a premium on establishing flexible institutional arrange-

ments which permit such capability to be readily exploited. The

traditional concepts in dealing with Jimited capacity inter-

national telecommunications facilities which are placed in service

on a point to point, priority basis are no "longer valid and

therefore the institutional arrangements fo: such traditional

service do not provide suitable guides in .fte case of satellite

communications.

pn
t. rti•3 J"')
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*international telecommunications services. he logic of a single

global system and its value to society are irrefutable.

The revolution of satellite conmunications, particularly the

geostationary synchronous orbit satellite has, provided a new

transmission media of unprecedented capability and versatility.

Such satellites have by their very nature an extensive geographic

coverage pattern which can be truly characterized as international

in scope and global in context. Ideally, the objectives of a

global system would achieve (a) unduplicated commulications

facilities in the space segment (b) economical service to individual

nations and (c) optimum utilization of frequency spectrum and

satellite orbital space. Fortunately, these objectives can be met

in a design concept of a single global system composed of a few

high capacity geostationary satellites, positioned to be consistent

with the demands for international teleconmnicatioris services. An

important consideration in this concept is the idea that since a given

earth station antenna can work with only one satellite at a time,

costs to individual nations can be minimizea by a system of few

satellites having characteristics which maxLmize efficiency of

transmission working through a single satellite. Costs of inter-

national telecommunications services to individual nations can be

also miniTnized by orbiting satellites having high capacity coupled

with broad coverage area from individual satellites.

Implerentinr; The Concert

The key featere of the United States ocerall conceptual

philosophy is to obtain the objectives of r..lximum efficiency and

(firVir;f,
lac
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ecoaory of service embodying the idea of a ulitized institutional

and operational approach having the following essential elements:

A centralized systems engineering znd single management

and ownership of all space segments for all commercial

communications satellites (furnishing both domestic and

international services) by a internaticn.al business enterprise

such as the INTELSAT Consortium;

Admission to the Consortium open to all nations;

All space segments operated on a cost sharing basis to

all participating members of the Consortium in accordance with

their usage of the space segment;

All earth station facilities ownef and operated by the

individual user nations (both domestic and international •

facilities); and

Design and positioning of each spEee segment satellite optimized

for specific intended application, as Eatermined by the Consortium,

to create the Single Global Commercial Communications Satellite

System.

The United States proposal for the futze INTELSAT Consortium

embodied in Conference document i1/10 represe:ts a rational, realistic

and profoundly practical implementation of the conceptual framework

outlined above. Furthermore, the benefits to people throughout the

world are substantial and include:

A single global system eliminates the need for duplication

in the space segment of commnications facilities, reduces the

cost to individual nations, and provic"..as the most efficient use

of the electromagnetic frequency spect=1 through which these

communications must travel. i'prPT
Arrti•-!:tlri
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A single system is particularly imEortant for less-

develop,?d nations which do not receive the benefits of speedy,

direct international conimunications. Instead, the present

system of communications:

encourages indirect routing through major nations
to the developing countries,

forces the developing nations to remain dependent
on larger countries for their links with the rest
of the world, and

rakes international communications service to those
developing nations more expensive and of lower quality.

Such an archaic system of international coirdaunications is no

longer necessary. The communications satellite knows no

geographic boundary, is dependent on no cable, owes allegiance

to no single language or political philosophy. Men now has it

within his power to speak directly to his fellow ran in all

nations.

The United States believes in and supports the concert of a single

E191Tj ss_tem of commercial setellite communications which  is available

to all nations -- lare and smell, developed and develop:In:7, -- on a 

non-disc-irlinatory basis.


